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IBM 24 Card Punch
IBM 26 Printing Card Punch

The basic operating unit in mM accounting is the
punched card. Punched cards, containing original data
in the form of punched holes, actuate the mM machines to perform automatically the various operations
essential to recordkeeping.
Transcribing original data to punched cards is
accomplished by any of several types of JBM card
punches. This manual explains the operation of two
of these machines, the IBM 24 Card Punch and the
11M 26 Printing Card Punch
These two machines are essentially alike in design,
features, and operation. The major difference is that
the printing mechanism of the IBM 26 prints the characters on the cards as they are punched.
The machines are easy to operate, quiet, and attractive. One of their most important features is the simple
means of setting them up quickly for automatic control of skipping, or duplicating operations. Each setup,
or program, is made by punching a card and mounting
it on a program drum, which is inserted in the machine.
The same program card can be used repeatedly for a
routine punching operation.
The card punch duplicates common information
from any card into the following card in a gangpunch
operation. The duplication can be automatic or through
the keyboard. This method of duplicating avoids much
card handling and consequently. increases production.
The duplicating feature greatly facilitates error correction during keypunching. When an error is made,
the operator need not re-punch the whole card manually. Instead, without any card handling, the operator
duplicates into the next card all correctly punched·
fields and re-keys only the field in error. The program
control permits such duplication, field by field, without concern about column numbers.
Duplication under program control proceeds at a
rate of 20 columns per second on the IBM 24, and 18
columns per second on the IBM 26. Skipping and card
release proceed at a rate of 80 columns per second.
After one card is punched in column 80, the next card
feeds into· the column-l position in one-fourth of a
second.
Note: Where two speeds are indicated ill this publication, the lower speed refers to the mM 2e and the
higher speed to the mM 24.
The almost complete visibility of the cards in the
card bed facilitates the design .an~ punching of dual

cards and the identification of prepunched cards into
which more data must be punched. Direct access to
all parts of the card bed also permits easy manual insertion and removal of cards when necessary.
The keyboards can be moved anywhere on the reading board, for the operator's greatest convenience and
comfort. A combined alphabetic and numeric keyboard utilizes a novel principle to facilitate the punching of cards containing both alphabetic and numeric
fields. A group of the right-hand typewriter keys serves
for punching digits as well as letters, with the shift
from one function to the other normally made automatically by the program card. This permits the
operator to punch an alphabetic field with both hands
and then, without shifting from the home position, to
punch a numeric field with the right hand only. Use
of the right hand alone for numeric punching frees
the left hand for document handling.
This publication contains a complete description of
the operating features and methods of operation.
Under OperatiOns, each function is described in detail
as it is first used in a typical situation. All functions and
the combination keyboard are summarized under Combination Keyboard Summary.

Card Punching

Eighty columns Qn the card can be punched, as shown
in Figure 2.
Each column has twelve punching positions; one
each for the digits 1 to 9, and one each for the zones
0, 11, and 12. The ll-zone punch is sometimes referred
to as X. As illustrated, digits are recorded by punching
a single hole in the corresponding digit or zero position of the desilred column.
A letter is a ,combination of one zone-punch and one
digit-punch in the desired column. For ",unple ..-\ is
the 12-zone and digit-I punches, N is the l.l·ZtJlll' ~ X)
1

and digit-5 punches, and Z is the O-zone (zero) and
digit-9 punches. Some machines have special-character
keys.
A special character is one, two, or three holes in the
desired column as shown in Figure 2. Punching of
two or three holes in one column for a letter or special
character is automatic when the corresponding key
is pressed.
A maximum of four punches can De duplicated into
a Single column on the IBM 24 Card Punch. However,
duplicating in a single column on the IBM 26 Printing
Card Punch must be limited to multiple punches that
make up a printable character, regardless of the setting
of the print switch. This eliminates possible damage to
the printing mechanism.
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Operating Features

Figure 4 indicates the operating features described
here.
Card Hopp.r
The card hopper, with a capacity of approximately
500 cards, is on the upper right side of the machine.
Place cards in the hopper face forward, 9's down. A
sliding pressure plate ensures uniform feeding.
When the cards are in the hopper and the pressure
plate is in position, the top portion of the card above
the zero row is visible from the left edge of the card
throqgh column 9, from column 29 through column 52,
and from column 72 to the right edge of the card
(Figure 5). Because cards feed from the front of the
hopper, any markings in these three sections on the
next card to be fed can be seen while the card is still
in the hopper. This feature is most advantageous in
punching serially numbered catds or cards that are
partially punched and interpreted.
A card feeds from the hopper to the card bed automatically or when the operator presses the feed key.
Moln·Lin.
Swllch

The first two cards to be punched must be fed by key,
but all other cards in the hopper can be fed automatically, under switch control.

Punching Station
Punching is performed at the &rst of two stations in
the card bed through which the cards pass from right
to left. Usually, to start an operation, two cards are
fed into the card bed at the right of the punching
station. As the second card is fed in, the &rst card is
automatically registered for punching-that is, it is
positioned at the punching station. While the first
card is being punched, the second card is at the riglit
in the card bed. When column 80 of the &rst card
passes the punching station, the second card is registered at the punching station, and the next card in
the hopper is fed into the right of the card bed. This
method of card feeding minimizes the time required
for feeding and ejecting.
Cord Hopper
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Cord _ _ __
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Figure 5. Card Visibility in the Card Hopper

A single card can be placed in the card bed by hand
and registered in punching position by key.
The whole card b visible befor~' it is reg;:;tered, and
at least 71 columns are visible ah ~~ panching has
started. For example, whE!n column 15 is to be punched
(Figure 6) , columns 1-12 and columns 22-80 are visible. This feature simplifies the design of d l1 &l cards
and facilitates keypunching. Information ' car (:..,; re,
corded (marked or printed) on a dual card anywhere
other than in the two columns to the left or six colum.'1 s
to the right of the column in which the information is
to be punched. The narrcw pressure arm and the
plastic gUide in the right of the card bed must be considered, however, when designing dual cards. For
most efficient design, test the proposed design through
the machine before placing an order for cards. Cards
with certain lower corner cuts cannot be fed satisfactorily through the card bed. (See Corner Cuts. )

Reading Station

The reading station, where the cards <1:.0 ... ~ad {e ·
duplicating, is about one card length to the i "~ ';.' the
punching station. Consequently, each carel t o:' 1 :'l as
been punched passcs through the reading statL
the next card is being punched. The two cards W(' ,' ~
in synchronism, column by column, and information
to be duplicated is transferred from the first card to
the second. This prindple of duplication is the same as
gangpunching. Readi!1g from one card to another can
be controlled, field by field, so that only the desired
information iz duphcc ' .;
This feature eliminatf;, " i handling for the dupHcation of information fre ,}.' .~. d.s . p·· ~pared during the

punching operation. Card handling is necessa.ry only
when an operation requires duplication from prepunched master cards. b In;,' ca!;e, .;!lscrt the pre,
punciled m2ster card manua;l:,c <J(:.h ~ r(silt cf the
reading station before the next canl to be punched is
registered. Then, register both the master card and the
detail card at their respective stations by pressing the
register key.
The whole card is visib!s before it is .>:egistered elt
the reading station, and at least 68 columns are visible
after reading has started. F .:)T· example, when column
15 is being read, columns 1-8 above the 7-row and
columns 21-80 are visible.

Card Stacker

The card stacker, with a .capacity of approximately
500 cards, is on the upper left side of the machine on
a level with the hopper. After each card passes the
reading station, it feeds into the stacker automatically
or by key. Ca.rds stack at an angle, 12's down, face
back, and are held in position by a card weight. When
the cards are removed from the stacker, they are in
their original sequence.
Main-Line Swhch

The main-line switch is at the rear of the stacker. The
rnz.c:'1 ine can be started about one-half minute after
the main-line switch is turned on. This allows sufficient
time for the electroni.c tubes to heat. ~Nhen the stacker
b;ccomes hJ l, the switch automatically gees df.
Y..":::en +:!e main-line s''Iitch is turned on, press the
release '(ey berore starting operation. This ensures that
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Figure 6. Card Visibility at the Punching Station

the program card is at column 1 and that any card at
the punching station is released.
Reading Board

A reading board provides ample space for source documents from which the cards are punched. If extra
space is required, a larger reading board extending
about ten inches to the left of the standard board is
available.

where it is read by a sensing mechanism. The drum revolves in step with the movement of the cards past
the punching and reading stations so that the program
codes control the operations, column by column. Thus,
the program unit affords a highly flexible means of
controlling automatic operations.
The program unit also controls printing functions as
described under IBM 26 Printing Features.

Program Control Lever
Backspace Key

This key is below the card bed, between the reading
and punching stations. As long as it is held down, the
cards at the punching and reading stations backspace
continuously until column 1 is reached. At the same
time the program card, which controls skipping and
duplicating, also backspaces. Backspacing should not
be attempted after column 78 is passed without first
removing the card from the card bed at the right.
The backspace key can also be used to release the
keyboard after it has been locked (described in Keyboard Locking) on IBM 24 punches with serial numbers
higher than 23639 or IBM 26 punches with serial numbers higher than 12260.

The program control lever, located below the program
unit, controls operation of the program unit. Turn on
this lever to lower the program sensing mechanism so
that it rests on the program drum, and the codes
punched in the program card control the various
. automatic operations. Turn off the lever to raise the
program sensing mechanism so that the program drum
can be easily removed or inserted. Turn this lever to
the OFF position whenever a program card is not in
the machine.

Column Indicator

Program Unit

The indicator, located at the base of the programdrum holder, indicates the next column to be punched.
Refer to this indicator as a guide for spacing or backspacing to a particular column.

The program unit controls automatic skipping, automatic duplicating, and shifting from numeric to alphabetic punching and vice versa. Each of these operations is designated by a specific code recorded in a
program card. The operator fastens the program card
around a program drum and inserts it in the machine,

The pressure-roll release lever is next to the column
indicator. Press this lever to permit the manual removal of a card from the punching or reading station.

5

Pressure-Roll Release Lever

Normally, a card can be removed in one piece if it is
pulled out with care. If torn pieces are caught at either
station, push them out with another card or a smoothedged metal blade while holding down the pressureroll release lever. Do not use saw-edged metal blades.
Chip Box and Fuses

The chip box is under the reading board. When it is
removed, the fuses for the machine are accessible.
Printing Mechanism

This feature is available only on the
Card Punch.

IBM
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Keyboard.

The combination keyboards have the best features
of both a typewriter and a numeric keypunch. The
letter keys are arranged for operation by the standard
typewriter touch system, while the digit keys are
placed so that a rapid 3-finger touch system can be
used. The usual numeric keys on a typewriter have
been eliminated; instead, a group of dual-purpose
keys at the right serves for digit punching as well as
letter punching. This permits numeric punching with
the right hand from the normal home position for
alphabetic punching. The touch system for the ten
numeric keys is: index finger for digits 1, 4 and 7;
middle finger for digits 2, 5, and 8; and ring finger for
digits 0, 3, 6 and 9. The punching of a digit or a letter
with any of the combination keys depends on the
shift of the keyboard. For example, pressing the 4-}
key punches a 4 when the keyboard is in numeric
shift, but a J when in alphabetic shift. This shifting is
similar to upper or lower case shifting on a standard
typewriter and may be controlled automatically by the
program unit or manually by key. The section containing the combination keys is readily distin·guishable
by the blue area of the key plate. On the combination
keyboard, the fourth row of keys contains four specialcharacter keys at the left. These keys punch eight
characters as shown on the key tops; four in numeric
and four in alphabetic shift.
The blue keys, which control functions of the machine, are explained under Operations.
The green correction key is explained under Special
Features.

Specify anyone of two types of cable-connected keyboards: Figure 7 shows the numeric keyboard only
(two special characters: - and &) .
Figure 8 shows the combination alphabetic and numeric keyboard ( four additional special character
keys-ll special characters in all).
On all keyboards, the punc~ing keys are gray with
blue lettering and the control keys are blue with white
lettering. The home keys are more concave than the
other keys to facilitate accurate touch operation. The
keyboards are so interlocked that no two character
keys can be completely pressed at the same time, but
it is not necessary to wait for one key to rise before
pressing another. This design permit.s rolling of keys.
To punch multiple digits manually in one column,
hold down the MULT pcn (multiple punch) key while
pressing the keys one at a time. If the punch is not
equipped with a multiple punch key, use the space bar.

Two ON-OFF switches, controlling automatic functions,
are explained under Operations. A third switch, to con-

Figure 7. Numeric Keyboard

Figure 8. Combination Alphabetic and Numeric Keyb08rd

Function Control Switches

6

trol printing, is explained under
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tures. These three switches are:

with the automatic-skip-and-duplicate switch, which
must be on to start the duplicating automatically.

AUTO FEEl>
AUTO SKIl' AND AUTO DUP
PRINT

Pro,ram Card
A program card, which is a basic part of the program
unit, is prepared for each punching application and
can be used repeatedly. Proper punching in this program card controls the automatic operations for the
corresponding columns of the cards being punched.
The control punching required in the program card
depends on the functions to be controlled, that is,
skipping, duplicating, and alphabetic punching. Each
row in the program card serves a specific purpose in
this respect.
FI.ld D,fI"I'I,n (12)

Punch a 12 in every column except the first (left-hand
position) of every Seld to· be skipped, duplicated, or
manually punched. These 12's serve to continue to
the end of a field, any skip or duplication started within that Beld. Treat as a single field several consecutive
Selds to be automatically skipped or duplicated as one
field. Don't program a single-column Seld with a 12

cod,.
The 12'5 punched in the program card for manually
punched fields permit occasional skipping or duplicating. This skipping or duplicating is started by key
and is carried across the Seld by the 12's, This type of
skipping is similar to an X-level skip on other IBM card
punches; the occasional duplicating may be desired
in the case of two or more cards with the same information, or in the dtlplication of the correct fields of an
error card.

Automatic Iklp (11 )
An 11 punched in the first column of any field automatically starts a skip, which is continued over that
field by the 12'5 punched in the remaining columns of
the field. If a single column is to be automatically
skipped, punch it with an 11. This coding operates with
the automatic-skip-and-dllplicate switch, which must
be on to start the skipping automatically.
Automatic Duplication (0)
A zero punched in the first column of any field automatically starts duplication, which is continued over
that field by the 12', punched in the remaining columns
of the field. If a single column is to be automatically
duplicated, punch it with a zero. This coding operates

7

Alphabetic Shift (1)
When the program card is in the machine, the combination keyboard is normally in numeric shift, and
pressing anyone of the 2-purpose keys causes a Sgure
to be punched. To punch a letter, the combination keyboard must be shifted for alphabetic punching. This
shifting is performed automatically by a 1 in the program card in each column of the alphabetic field.
During duplication of alphabetic information, the 1's
permit automatic spacing over blank columns and prevent X-skipping caused by letters containing X-punches
(J through R).
On a numeric machine, the only function of the l's
is to permit automatic spacing over blank columns
when duplicating.
Program Carel Cod••
The four basic program codes are summarized here
and are illustrated in Figure 9. Two additional codes,
which control printing features of the IBM 26, are also
listed here and are explained under IBM 26 PrinHng

Features.
Code
12
11
O·

1

2
3

Function
Field Definition
Start Automatic Skip
Start Automatic Duplication
Alphabetio Shift .
Left Zero Print
Print Suppression

The other digit rows, in the program card, control
functions with the alternate program feature. (See

Special Features.)
Program Drum
The program card is mounted on a program drum for
insertion in the machine. The program drum has a
clamping strip to hold the card, and a handle on the
top to tighten or release the strip. To fasten a card
around the drum (Figure 10):
1. Hold the drum in a horizontal position with the
handle to the right. Tum the handle away (counterclockwise direction )as far as it will go. This loosens
the smooth edge of the clamping strip.
2. Insert the column..80 edge of the card under the
smooth edge of the clamping strip. Two alignment
check holes in the clamping strip make it possible
to see that the card is flush with the metal edge
under the strip. The card should be positioned so
that the 9's edge is against the rimoE the drum.
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Figure 9. Program Card

3. Tum the handle to the center position. This tightens
the smooth edge of the clamping strip and loosens
the toothed edge.
4. Wrap the card tightly around the drum and insert
the column-l edge under the toothed edge of the
clamping strip.
5. Turn the handle toward you (clockwise direction)
as far as it will go. This fastens the toothed edge
of the clamping strip. The drum is now ready to be
inserted in the machine.
To remove a card from the drum, reverse the procedure.
With the program sensing mechanism raised, place
the drum on the spindle under the center cover of the
punch, positioned so that the aligning pin falls in the
aligning hole in the column-indicator dial. Tum on the
program-control lever to lower the reading star wheels
onto the program card, and press the release key to
engage the reading mechanism fully. Whenever the
drum is to be removed, first tum off the program-eontrollever to raise the star wheels.

To keep the program card for each punching application on a drum ready for insertion in the machine,
order extra drums.

Clamping $Irip

Figure 10. Program Drum
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PUNCH CARD READER SET AN/GSQ-72
GENERAL.
The Punch Card Reader Set AN/GSQ-72
(punch card reader set) is a one-way, input terminal
device that provides for the entering of information,
such as operational programs, diagnostic routines,
and statistical data, from punch cards into a memory
module of the data processing set. The punch card
reader set, which is illustrated in figure 4-10, consists of the Punch Card Reader MX-4735/GSQ-72
(card reader) and the Punch Card Reader Control
C-4639/GSQ-72 (card reader control). The card
reader control furnishes the control signals required for operation with the I/O modules and performs the necessary logic conversion of the card
reader codes to the character codes used In the
central processing equipment of the data processing
set. The information in this section is presented
under the following headings;
a. General description.
b. Punch card format.
c. Card reader operation.
d. Card reader status codes.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The card reader Is capable of reading standard 12-row, SO-column punch cards at a maximum
rate of 200 cards per minute. The cards are loaded
into the input hopper face down with column 1 toward
the read station. The card reader feeds the cards
from the input hopper thru the read station and into
the stacker. Information punched in the cards 1&
sensed by solar cells in the read station. Cards are
read serially by column and also are read parallel
by row, column 1 first. A.$ the information is read,
it is transferred one character at a time to the card
reader control. The card reader control translates
the card reader codes into DPS character codes, inserts a pa:rity bit, and sends the data one character
at a time to the I/O module that is controlling the
input operation. A validity-check is performed on
alphanumeric information sensed at the read station,
and a marginal check of the exciter lamps and solar
cells 1& performed prior to and after each card feed
cycle. The card reader input hopper and stacker
will each hold approximately 500 cards.
The card reader control interprets the punch
card information as either binary code or alphanumertc charaoters. A switch in the card reader
control 1& used to permit the selection of the binary
or alphanumeric (alpha) mode of" operation. In the
alphanume:ric mode, all character codes not

recognized by the data processing set are invalid
codes. The validity-check circuitry in the card
reader is automatically enabled in the alphanumeric
mode to check for invalid characters. If a character
is found to be invalid, the VALIDITY CHECK indicator, on the operator panel of the card reader,
lights. TIl1& error condition does not terminate the
input operation, however, and the card reader contimles to read cards. At the beginning of the next
card-feed cycle, the VALIDITY CHECK indicator is
extinguished; thus, there is only a momentary
lighting of the indicator. However, if an invalid
character is present in the last card to be read, the
VALIDITY CHECK indicator remains lit and must be
extinguished by use of the RESET push button.
To place the punch card reader set on line
with the central processing equipment of the data
processing set, cards must be placed in the input
hopper, and the RESET and START push buttons on
the card reader panel must be pressed, in that
order. Pressing the RESET push button clears any
error indicators (READ CHECK, FEED CHECK, or
VALIDITY CHECK) that may be lit. When the
START push button is pressed, the NOT READY indicator goes out, and the card reader is ready for
operation. The end-of-file indicator is lit whenever
the input hopper is empty.

PUNCH CARD FORMAT.
The punch card reader set is capable of
reading either binary or alphanumeric information
from the punch cards. Separate card formats are
used for the two types of information.
ALPHANUMERIC CARD FORMAT.
When the card reader is operated in the alpha
mode, each column of the punch card (A, figure 4-11)
represents one six-bit character of a memory word;
therefore, each group of eight columns comprises a
complete word. The SO-column card in the alphanumeric format thus contains a total of 10 memory
words, and the 200-card-per-minute rate of the card
reader represents a speed of 2000 words per minute
for alphanumeric cards.
Sixty-three different combinations of holes
(of the 4096 possible for each column) are translated
by the punch card reader set into 63 different six-bit
character codes. The remaining 4033 combinations
of holes are converted into one remaining six-bit
code (111111). Therefore, any invalid six-bit card
reader code can be used to purposely enter a delete
character into the core memory thru the card
reader. The VALIDITY CHECK indicator on the
card-reader operator panel lights when this character 1& read.
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PUNCH CARD READER MX-475D16S0-72

PUNCtt CAItO READER CONTROL C-465I1eSO-12

Figure 4-10 Punch Card Reader Set AN/GSQ-72
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4-11

Punch Card Format

The codes produced by the punch card
reader set for the different alphanumeric characters
are the standard DPS codes. The punch card codes,
the DPS codes, and the corresponding "Flexowriter"
unit and teleprinter characters are listed in appendix
3. The translation from the punch card code to the
DPS code is performed in the card reader control.

characters) of a core memory location. The significance of the bits in a column decreases from the
top (row 12) edge to the bottom (row 9) edge. Each
group of four columns forms a word in memory; the
80-column card in the binary format thus contains
20 memory words. The 200-card-per-minute rate
of the card reader set represents a speed of 4000
words per minute for binary cards.

BINARY CARD FORMAT.

When the punch card reader set is operated in
the binary mode, each of the 960 bit positions (80
columns by 12 rows) on each card represents a bit
to be entered into memory. A hole represents a
binary 1, and the absence of a hole represents a
binary O. Each column of a binary card (B, figure
4-11) represents one 12-bit syllable (two six-bit

In the binary read mode, control signals
from the card reader control enable the card reader
decoding network to first sense the top six rows of a
column and then the bottom six rows of the same
column. The validity-check circuitry in the card
reader is disabled in the binary mode so that all
characters are sensed as valid.
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4-143. Since there is no parity code punched in the
cards, the information read by the punch card reader
set is not checkt'd for correct parity. Data verification, such as the indus ion of check-sum, data format, and data reasonableness routines, must be done
thru the use of computer programs.
CARD READER OPERATION.
There is only one instruction code for an input operation in which the punch card reader set is
used. This instruction code, contained in a command descriptor, is shown in appendix 4. The instruction code, which consists of the value 0162
(octal) in bits 37 thru 48 of the command descriptor,
deSignates the following: Read N cards from the
card reader starting at the core memory location
specified in the memory address field. Information
punched in the cards is interpreted either as binary
or alphanumeric, depending on the position of the
BINARY ALPHANUMERIC switch in the card reader
control. In the alphanumeric mode, each character
will be checked for validity as the cards are read.
When the BINARY ALPHANUMERIC switch is set to
position BINARY, 20 words are read from each card,
with the possible exception of the last card read;
when the switch, is set to pOSition ALPHANUMERIC,
10 words are read from each card, also with the
possible exception of the last card read. A binarymode read operation requires approximately 15
milliseconds per word; an alphanumeric-mode read
operation requires approximately 30 milliseconds
per word.
U the word count field of the command descriptor is not an integral multiple of 20 for binary
cards or of 10 for alphanumeric cards, the last card
will not be read completely. In the result descriptor
of a c~d reader operation, there is no indication
that only part of the last card was read into memory.
After the termination of a card reader operation, the
card reader will not be available for use for approximately 200 milliseconds (maximum). U a card
reader operation is initiated during this time, a unitnot-available-status occurs in the I/O status field of
the in-process descriptor returned following the
command descriptor.
CARD READER STATUS CODES.
There are three terminating status codes that
can appear in the device status field (bits 20, 37, and
38) of a result descriptor for a card reader operation.
These status codes are as follows:
a. 010: end of file.
b. 011: card reader error (malfunction).
c. 110: no access to memory (data too slow).
END-OF-FILE STATUS.
The end-of-file status code (010) will be
generated by the card reader control whenever the
input hopper becomes empty during a card reader
operation. However, this status code is not sent to
the I/O module immediately upon detection because
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the input hopper becomes empty before all the information on the last card has been read. The end-offile status is not indicated until after the last card
cycle is complete; therefore, if the normal completion of a card reader operation occurs on the last
card in the input hopper, a normal word-countequal-to-O status in the I/O module will terminate
the operation before the end-of-file status can do so.
The end-of-file status terminates the operation when
'the word-count field of the command descriptor contains a count that is either greater than 10 times the
number of cards read during an alphanumeric-mode
operation or greater than 20 times the number of
cards read during a binary-mode operation. Whenever the end-of-file condition occurs, the NOT
READY and END OF FILE indicators on the operator
panel of the card reader light; the END OF FILE
indicator remains lit until additional cards are
placed in the input hopper.
CARD READER ERROR STATUS.
The card reader error (malfunction) status
code (011) is indicated for a read-check error, a
feed-check error, or for any other condition that
will produce the not-ready state in the card reader.
A read-check error is signaled by an out-oftolerance condition in the exciter lamps, solar cells,
or photoamplifiers, all of which are monitored by
read-check circuitry in the card reader prior to and
after each card read cycle. The READ CHECK and
NOT READY indicators on the operator panel of the
card reader light when this condition occurs; the
READ CHECK indicator is extinguished by pressing
the RESET push button. A feed-check error is detected by feed-check circuitry in the card reader
whenever a card fails to feed or when a card gets
jammed (card is fed but fails to clear.the read
station). The FEED CHECK and NOT READY indicators on the operator panel of the card reader light
when this condition occursj the FEED CHECK indicator is extinguished by preSSing the RESET push
button. In addition, the not-ready state in the card
reader is indicated when the stacker is full and when
the STOP push button is pressed.
NO-ACCESS-TO-MEMORY STATUS.
The no-access-to-memory (data too slow)
status code (110) is indicated whenever the I/O module does not respond to a character strobe (from the
card reader control) by sending a character request
for the next character within approximately 2 or 3
microseconds. The most likely cause for this error
condition is that the I/O module did not obtain fast
enough access to the desired memory module during
the I/O-to-memory input data transfer. A noaccess-to-memory condition in an I/O module should
never cause the data-too-slow status in the 200card-per-minute card reader, however, because of
its slow speed. The first two characters of the next
word must be transferred to the I/O module before a
character request to the device can be held up due to
a no-access-to-memory condition; during the time it
takes to transfer these two characters by use of the
200-card-per-minute card reader, the no-access-tomemory status in the I/O module status field would
have terminated the operation..

TELEPRINTER TT-490/00C-14
GENERAL.
The Teleprinter TT-490/00C-14 (teleprinter)
is a high-speed, one-way, output terminal device

that is used to furnish a hard-copy printout of
program results and/or program inatructions to the
operator. The teleprinter, which is illustrated in
figure 4-36, operates at a rate of 600 lines per
minute, with a maximum of 120 characters (including
both printable characters and spaces) contained in
each line.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
For the purposes of this discussion, the core
memory, the print drum, and the code wheel can be
considered as the major functional areas of the teleprinter. The core memory is used for temporary
storage of 15 words of input data (120 characters),
which are sufficient to enable one line of information
to be printed out. The core memory is divided into
two sections: All even-numbered input characters
are stored in one sectlon, and all odd-numbered input characters are stored in the other section. The
print drum is physically divided into six sections,
each of which contains 20 columns of engraved characters. The engraved characters are equally spaced
in 84 row positions on the periphery of the print
drum. The engraved characters in the columns are
physically arranged so that the same character in
each column is in the print position at approximately
the same time; thus a row of 120 identical characters
is created. The rows of characters rotate over a
row of print hammers that are actuated by means of
solenoids. Each column of characters corresponds
to a particular character location in the core
memory.
The code wheel, which is mounted on and
rotates with the shaft of the print drum, is used to
control the character print sequence. The code
wheel is divided into 64 equally-spaced segments,
which correspond to the 64 print drum characters.
Each segment containa a series of holes thru which
light is permitted to pass for the purpose of
energizing photodlodes; in this way, a binary code
that corresponds to the particular character (row)
that 18 in the print position is generated. This
character code 18 compared with the contents of each
location in the core memory. Whenever the specifted character is found to be contained in a specUic
core Qlemory location, the print hammer that
corresponds to the particular memory location is
actuated and the character is printed in that column.
In addition, the Qlemory location that contains the
specUled character is cleared. When the code wheel,
tosether with the print drum; has completed one
revolution, a complete line of information (up to 120

characters) will have been printed. SInce the wheel
rotates at a speed of 600 revolutions per minute
(plus or minus flve percent), 600 lines (plus or
minus five percent) of data can be printed in that
time.
TELEPRINTER CHARACTER CODES.
The Teleprinter recognizes 64 dUferent sixbit character codes: 63 printable characters and a
space character. However, 16 of the 63 printable
character codes cause the same character ("0") to
be printed. The teleprinter character codes are
listed in appendix 3.
TELEPRINTER OPERATIONS..
The teleprinter has the capability of performing six different types of output operations. All
teleprinter output operations are initiated by a
command descriptor that contains a device number of
14 (8) in bit positions 39 thru 44. This six teleprinter output operations and the corresponding code
(bits 46, 47, and 48 of the command descriptor) for
each operation are as follows:
a. 000: Print one line and single space.
b. 001: Print one line and double space.
c. 010: Print one line and advance to top of form.
d. 100: Print one line, single space, and alarm.
e. 101: Print one line, double space, and alarm.
f. 110: Print one line, advance to top of form,
and alarm.
In order to print a complete line (120 characters) of data, the word count portion (bits 1 thru
12) of the command descriptor should contain a count
of 0017 (8). Approximately 1.6 milliseconds is
required to transfer 15 words to the teleprinter;
after the 15th word has been transferred the
teleprinter 18 functionally disconnected from the I/O
module. U a word count greater than 0017 is
specUied, the additional words are not accepted by
the teleprinter since the core memory of the teleprinter has a capacity of only 15 words. In addition,
the print operation does not occur untll the I/o
module has attempted to transmit the final word to
the teleprinter, and the operation is not terminated
untll the word counter in the I/o module has been
counted down to O. A word count of less than 0017
may be specU1ed U less than a complete line of data
is to be printed. In this case, the total number of
words specUled by the command descriptor is
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Figure 4-36. Teleprinter TT-490/GGC-14
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printed at the left end of the line, and space characters are supplied for the remainder of the line by
means of logic circuitry within the teleprinter. D:
should be noted that after a line has been printed
on the teleprinter, it is necessary to advance the
form between seven and 11 lines before the printed
data can be seen. During each teleprinter output
operation, the print operation occurs before the formadvance operation (single space, double space, or
advance to top 01 form). If the form is to be
advanced without performing a print operation, the
command descriptor should contain a word count of
1 and the memory location specified by the memory
address portion of the command descriptor must
contain eight space characters (80's). When any
one of the alarm commands is transmitted to the
teleprinter, the PRINTOUT ALARM indicator on the
teleprinter lights and the audible alarm In the teleprinter sounds. The indicator and the alarm must be
turned oft by the operator, since these functions cannot be reset under program control. After any print
operation has been performed, the teleprinter is
unavailable for program use for approximately 80
milliseconds. Therefore, In order to maintain the

maximum teleprinter priDt rate (100 lines per
minute), the program In control must execute.a
teleprinter command within 20 milliseconds after
the teleprinter becomes available. However, even
if the program in control executes a print command
Immediately after the teleprinter becomes available,
the maximum rate of the teleprinter cannot exceed
800 lines per minute (plus or minus five percent)
since this rate is determined by the rotation rate of
the code wheel (refer to paragraph 4-370). II
should be noted that when the form is advanced without a print operation (as described previously), the
teleprinter wUI be unavailable for only approximately
40 milliseconds.
TELEPRINTER STATUS CODES,
The malfunction status code of 010 is the
only status code that can be returned In the device
status field (bits 20, 37, and 38) of a result descriptor In a teleprinter operation. This status is generated if a partty error 18 detected In one of the
characters received by the teleprinter •.
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TYPEWRITER-PUNCH-READER SET AN!GYQ-12
GENERAL.
The Typewriter-Punch-Reader Set AN!
GYQ-12 (typewriter-punch-reader set) is a two-way
(input-output) terminal device that is used for operator-program communications. As an input device it
furnishes a keyboard and a paper tape reader which
enable the operator to enter information or instructions for the program. As an output device it can be
used to provide a hard copy of program. results or
instructions to the operator. The typewriter-punchreader set, which is illustrated in figure 4-8, comprises the Tape Typewriter-Punch-Reader TT-534/
GYQ-12 ("Flexowriter" unit) and the TypewriterPunch-Reader Control CP-7119!GYQ-12 ("Flexowriter" control). The information in this section is
presented under the follOWing headi~s:

considerably lo~er and vary between O. 2 and 1. 0
second. The operating characteristics of the
"Flexowriter" unit are listed in table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Operating Characteristics of
"Flexowriter" Unit
Feature

Capability or· Limitation

Automatic readi~
or writing speed

10 characters per second

Character codes

61 printable characters plus
codes for space, carriage
return, delete, and blank

Keyboard

43 printing keys, five nonprinting keys, and one space
bar

c. Paper tape format.

Carriage return
time

O. 2 second to 1 second

d. "Flexowriter" operations.

Online operations

a. Generate external request
b. Data read from keyboard
or I/O module and
printed
c. Data read from keyboard
or I/O module, printed,
8.nd punched on tape
d. Data read from papertape reader and printed
e. Data read from papertape reader, printed,
and punched on tape

Off-Une operations

a. Data printed from
keyboard
b. Data printed and punched
from keyboard
c. Data printed from papertape reader
d. Data printed and punched
from paper-tape reader

Character code
format

Six data bits and one parity
bit (P-BA 8421)

a. General description.
b. Keyboard character codes.

e. "Flexowriter" status codes.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The "Flexowriter" unit is an electromechanical typewriting component that can be used to provide a hard-copy record of information exchanged
between the operator and the program. The "Flexowriter" unit is provided with an external request
line to the data processing set so that operator requests for entering information can be recognized by
the program in operation. The "Flexowriter" unit
includes a slow-speed, paper-tape reader and papertape punch in addition to the typewriter printer,
which is the major assembly of the unit. When
either the tape reader or the tape punch (or both) is
in use, it operates concurrently with the typewriter
printer. However, the tape reader and the tape
punch can only be run at the discretion of the operator since their operation cannot be controlled by
program. The tape reader can be used during input
operations, and the tape punch can be used during
both input and output operations. During input operations the tape punch is normally used to duplicate
information already contained on paper tape. The
operating speed of the "Flexowriter" unit is approximately 10 characters per second when information
is being read from the tape reader or is bei~
printed under program control. . Carriage return
characters and automatic carriage returns take

The "Flexowriter" control provides the logic
conversion and control signals necessary for operating the "Flexowriter" unit with the I/O modules of
the data processing set. The "Flexowriter" control
receives data from either the I/O module (duri~
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4~8.

Typewriter-Punch~Reader

Set AN/ GYQ-12

output operations) or the "Flexowriter" unit (durirw
input operations), converts this information to the
operating levels of the unit (either the "Flexowriter"
unit or the I/O module) which is to receive the data,
and furnishes the proper control and t1mirw necessary to maintain a proper sequence of operation between the two units.
KEYBOARD CHARACTER CODES.
The "Flexowriter" unit provides 64 different
cbJracter codes: 61 printable characters and space,
carriage return, and delete characters, which are
used for control purposes. The use of these characters is implemented on the "Flexowriter" keyboard by 43 prlntlrw key., five nonprlntl-v keys, and
a space bar. Eighteen of the prlntirw keYI contain
two characters; one character I. selected when the
type basket is in the normal position, and one 1s
selected when the type. basket is In tbe lhift position.
This politioning of the type basket i, controlled by
the NORM and SHIFT keys. Two other nonprintlng
keye, CAR RET and DEL, are used to generate the
carrlqe return and tbe delete characters respectively. The fifth nonprintiqr key (BLANK) produces
a Utb character code used for control purposes,
even though it has incorrect parity. The keyboard
character codes are listed in appendix 3.

PAPER-TAPE FORMAT.
The paper tape used for the paper-tape punch
and reader on the "Flexowriter" unit Is a eeventrack paper tape with a sprocket hole In eacb character between the third and fourtb track. (See figure
4-9.) The track8 aft designated P, B, A, 8, 4, 2,
and 1. The character codes punched are tbOie indicated in appendix 3. Figure 4-9 illu.trates the
paper-tape format. A DELETE CODE lever on the
"Flexowriter" unit is used to initiate continuous
punchirw of the delete code in the paper tape; thus,
are .. of the tape that have been punched incorrectly
can be skipped.

OUTE:.A.
P
&
A.

~DGE.

000
0
0000
00
00
00

READ OPERATIONS.
There are three different types of read operations that can be performed thru use of the "Flexowriter" unit. The instructions that are executed to
perform each of these operations and the bit codes
(bits 46, 47, and 48 of the command descriptor) that
correspond to each operation are as follows:
a. 011: Read words.

8

SPROCK£.'T
4
1
I

correspond to the 64 "Flexowriter" characters are
the same regardless of the operating mode, as is
the processing of all 61 printable characters. However, the processing of the three nonprintable characters (blank, delete, and carriage return) varies
dependirw upon the operating mode. Durirw binary
mode read operations all valid character codes, except the character code for a blank, can be transmitted to the I/O module (the blank character code
is not processed by the "Flexowriter" control). In
addition, if two consecutive blank characters are
read either from paper tape or from the typewriter
printer, the "Flexowriter" control generates endof-record status cod.e (001) and thus terminates the
operation. During binary-mode write operations,
all 64 "Flexowriter" character codes are considered
vallet. During alpha-numeric-mode read operations,
all valid character codes except tbe character code
for delete Can be transmitted to the I/O module (the
delete code is not processed by the "Flexowriter"
control). End-of-record status is generated during
alphanumeric-mode read operations when either two
successive blank characters or two successive carriage return characters are read either from paper
tape or from the typewriter-printer. It should be
noted that neither of the two consecutive blank characters that create the end-of-record condition are
transmitted to the I/O module and that only the first
of the two consecutive carrIage return characters
is transmitted to the I/O module. During. alphanumeric-mode write operations, delete characters
are processed as valid characters by the "Flexowriter" control but are not typed on the typewriterprinter, nor are they punched on paper tape (if the
paper-tape punch is in operation). The delete characters are skipped over at !Ugh speed by the "Flexowriter" control; during alphanumeric-mode write
operations each delete character is processed in
less than 3 microseconds.

000000000000000000

00

0
00
0000

o

00 0
0 00
0000

Filure 4-9. "Flexowriter" Paper-Tape Format
"FLEXOWRITER" OPERATING MODES.
Tbe typewriter-punch-reader set can be operated In either of two modes: binary or alphanumeriC.
Tbe operating mode i, selected by means of the
ALPHA-BINARY switch, which is located in the
"Flexowriter" control. The bit codes that

b. 001: Read and unlock keyboard.
c. 010: Read and lock keyboard.
The read-and-unlock-keyboard command and
read-and-lock-keyboard command are used to implement a read-by-characters function in which only
a single character is read from the "Flexowriter"
unit (from the typewriter-printer or from paper
tape) before the operation is terminated. This
method of operation is normally used when it is not
feasible to permit the I/O module to remain in the
active-busy state for long periods of time. When a
read-words command is executed, the I/O module
remains active-busy until the entire block of input
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data hal been read from the "Fl~xowr1ter" unit. In
addition, once the read-words command 1s executed,
the entering of input data is generlllly under complete control of the operator. JqWever, when the
read-by-charactera function i.employed by the program, the tlO module remains active-busy only for
the length of time needed to receive one character
from the "Flexowriter" control (approximately 6
microseconds). In addttion, the "Flexowriter" operation can be terminated under pros ram control
(by the i,suanee ot a read-and-lock ktybc;la.rd command) at any time without IOS8 of data. The first
in a terles of read-and-unlock operatJons need not
be performed In response to an external request
from the "Flexowdter" unit, altboufb tl\1s is generally tbe oa.e. Bowever, .tllN.quent read-andunlock command. that are execute!! dun. the readby-character. operation must be performed only in
responae to an external request from tbe !'Flexowriter" unit, Any tnput-output operation can be
terminated under program control by a release deIcrlptori however, U a read-and-unlock keyboard
operatton Is terminated in this manper, a data character may be lett in the control buffer of the
"Flexowrtter" control.
READ WORDS OPERATION.
The "Flexowriter" read words (read) operation Is tniUated by a command descriptor that containt a device operation code of 0033 (octal) in bit
pos1t1onl 8'7 tbru 48 (see appendix 4). The word
count In this de.criptor i8 normally specified in accordance with the size of the memory area in which
information 1. to be written. A WOr9 consists of
eight lrayboard charactere, each of whicb II tralJllated tnto a .lx-bit character code. Wbtn information t. to be read from tbe typewriter-printer (as
OPPOled to the tape reader), the record count is
normally specified as 0001 (octal) so that after the
deelred message has been entered, the operation
can be tel'Qlinated by the generation of an end-ofrecord status code (001). However, any rrumber of
recorda (up to a maximum of 16) may be specified
for a "rlexowriter" read operation. In any case,
the tot-.! number of words in all of the records cannot exceed the number of words specified in the word
cCNm (up to a maximum of 4096). The reaid operation 18 terminated when either the record count or
the word count is counted down to O.

Wben the read command descriptor is transmitted, the tlo modulE' that receives the command
w1ll cause the ENTER indicator on the "Flexowriter"
unit to 11gl\t to inform the operator that data may now
be entered into memory. At this point, information
to be read into memory may either be typed by use
of the keyboard or read from paper tape. U information is to be read from paper tape, the START
READ .wltch on the "Flexowriter" unit is pressed.
When information is read into the core memory by
etther means, the characters are also printed
simultaneously on the "Flexowriter" unit. U de8ired, the information read into memory may also
be punched on paper tape, in which ·cue the PUNCH
ON .witcb on the "Flexowriter" unit ml,let be

pressed. The read operation is nonnally terminated by the generation of end-of-record status code
(refer to paragraph 4-119).
READ-ANO-UNLOCK-KEYBOARD
OPERATION.
The read-and-unlock-keyboard operation is
initiated by a command descriptor that contains a
device operation code of 0031 (octal) in bit locations
37 tbru 48 (see appendix 4). This operation is normally performed in response to an external request
from the "Flexowriter" unit. The word count in
this descriptor ia normally specified as Ii the
record count must be specified as 1. When the
read-and-unlock-keyboard instruction is executed,
the ENTER indicator on the "Flexowriter" unit is
lit, the typewriter-keyboard is unlocked, and U a
character is contained in the output register of the
"Flexowriter" control, that character is transferred
to the I/o module. The ENTER indicator is lit to
signal the operator to type a character, and the
keyboard is unlocked to enable the operator to type
a character. It should be noted that as soon as .the
operator types a character, the keyboard is again
locked, and an external request is sent to the data
processing set (refer to paragraph 4-115).
U a character is read from the "Flexowriter" control when the read-and-unlock-keyboard
command is executed, the operation is terminated
by the generation of character-read status (010) unless the character is the second of two successive
carriage return characters (in the alphanumerical
mode) or blank characters (in the alphanumeric
mode or binary mode), in which case the operation
is terminated by the generation of end-of-record
status (001). The character that is transferred to
the 110 module is stored in the least Significant
character position of the memory location specified
by the command descriptor. The remaining seven
characters of the memory word will contain delete
characters (77's), the generation of which is a function of the I/o module. If there is no character contained in the output register of the "Flexowriter"
control when the read-and-unlock-keyboard command is executed, the ENTER indicator is lit and
the keyboard is unlocked; however, the operation is
terminated by the generation of the no-character
status code (100). U a series of read-and-unlockkeyboard operations is performed in which the descriptor word count and record count are as specified and if the series of operations is terminated by
the generation of end-of-record status, all result
descriptors except the final result descriptor will
contain a word count of 0 and a record count of ·1,
and the memory address portion will be increased
by 1. The final result descriptor will contain a
word count of 1 and a record count of 0, and the
memory address portion of the result descriptor
will be the same as in the command descriptor. The
entire read-and-unlock-keyboard operation, from the
execution of the command descriptor to the storing
of the result descriptor in core memory, takes approximately 25 microseconds.
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READ-ANO-LOCK-KEYBOARD
OPERATION.
The read-and-lock-keyboard operation is
initiated by a command descriptor that contains a
device operation code of 0032 (octal) in btt locations
37 thru 48 (see appendix 4). This operation is normally used to terminate a "Flexowriter" read-bycharacters operation. The word eount in this desCriptor is normally specified as 1; the record count
must be specified as 1. When the read-and-lockkeyboard command is executed, the keyboard is
locked, and if there is a character in the output
register of the "Flexowriter" control, that character
1s transferred to the I/O module. If a character is
transferred to the I/O module, the operation is terminated by the generation of a character-read status
code (010), unless the character is the second of two
successive blanks or carriage returns. In that case,
the operation is terminated by the generation of an
end-of-record status code (001). If there is no character contained in the output register of the "Flexowriter" control when this command is executed, the
operation is terminated by the generation of a nocharacter status code (04). It should be noted that
the execution of a read-and-Iock-keyboard command
does not cause the ENTER indicator to light.
Since the keyboard does not lock at once
when a read-and-lock-keyboard command is executed, it is possible for a character to be typed or
read from paper tape after the command has been
executed but before the keyboard has been locked.
Therefore, it is recommended that a second readand-lock-keyboard command be executed at least 100
m1Uiseconds after the first command is executed to
ensure that aU characters have been read. This will
also ensure that if a subsequent read-and-unlockkeyboard command is executed in response to an external request from the "Flexowriter" unit, that operation will be terminated by the generation of a nocharacter status code. The entire read-and-lockkeyboard operation, from the execution of the
command descriptor to the storing of the result
descriptor in core memory, requires approximately
30 microseconds.
WRITE OPERATION.
A "Flexowriter" write operation is initiated
by a command descriptor which contains an operation code of 0010 (octal) in bit locations 37 thru 48
(see appendix 4). The write operation is initiated by
the program to print out the contents of a memory
area. This operation begins at the memory starting
address contained in the command descriptor and
continues for the number of words specified in the
word count. The normal completion of the operation
occurs when the specified number of words have
been printed and the word count has been reduced to
O. However, if a write operation is attempted when
the keyboard of the "Flexowriter" unit is unlocked,
no data will be written, and the operation will be
terminated by the generation of no-character status
(l00). The information written on the "Flexowriter"
unit may also be simultaneously punched on paper
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tape. To exercise this option the PUNCH ON switch
must Ill! pressed before the write operation begins.
It should be noted that a write-by-characters function that is similar to the read-by-characters function can be implemented. This function is accomplished by executing a series of one-word write
commands in which the word that is sent to the
"Flexowriter" unit contains one valid character and
seven delete characters. The valid character must
be the least Significant character in the memory
word. The seven delete characters will be passed
over rapidly by the "Flexowriter" control, the valid
character will be typed, and the operation will be
terminated by word-count-equal-to-O status. Tius
method of operation offers the same advantages as
the read-by-characters function; however, one command descriptor is required for each character to
be written. A "Flexowriter" write operation requires approximately 100 milliseconds for each
character that is transferred to the "Flexowriter"
unit, except for delete characters, which require
less than 3 microseconds, and carriage return characters, which require between 200 milliseconds and
1 second.
DELAY REQUIREMENTS.
A delay period is needed between the end of
a "Flexowriter" read-words or write operation and
the transmission of another "Flexowriter" command
descriptor (the read-and-unlock-keyboard and readand-lock-keyboard commands are normally executed
only in response to an external request from the
"Flexowriter" unit). The delay is necessary because the printing mechanism must complete its
cycle before a new operation can begin. After the
end of a write operation, the "Flexowriter" unit will
not be available for up to 150 milliseconds; after a
read-words operation, the "Flexowriter" unit will
not be available for up to 100 milliseconds. Ifa
"Flexowriter" operation is initiated during this time,
a unit-not-available status will occur in the inprocess descriptor that is returned to memory following the command descriptor.
"FLEXOWRITER" OFF-LINE OPERATIONS.
The "Flexowriter" unit may be placed offline by pressing the OFF- LINE switch on the
"Flexowriter" unit. When the unit is off-line, the
off-line operations listed in table 4-1 may be
performed.
EXTERNAL REQUEST CAPABILITY.
As stated in paragraph 4-87, the "Flexowriter" unit is provided with an external request
line to the data proceSSing set. The external request signal is generated (the line goes high) when
the "Flexowriter" unit is online and the ENTER
REQUEST switch is pressed, unless the "Flexowriter" unit is currently engaged in a read operation. It is in this manner that the operator can signal the program in operation that a message is to be
entered via the "Flexowriter" unit. If the external
request is generated in this manner, the line

remaina hilb until a "Flexowriter" read operation 1.
intUltecl or until the "Flexowriter" unit i8 placed off

Une.

The external reque.t signal is also ,enerated
when the operator types a character or when a character i. read from paper tape after a read-and-unloclt·keyboard command ha. been executed. When
the external request 1s generated in thi,"manner, the
1tne r.maint h1Jb; however, the keyboard does not
loclt for 100 Olil1ts,conds atter the external request
I, generated. Tbe· protrram In control shoUld re'PQnd to the external requelt within 100 mllUseconds
In order to r.duce excusive wear on the locldqr
mechant.m ,neVo.. the paper-tape reader.

b. If two .uccessin carriage-return characters
are typed or read from paper tape during an alphanumeric-mode read operation.

CHARACTER READ.
The character-read status code (010) is generated if a character 1. contained In tile output regIster of the "Flexowriter" control when a read-andunlock-keyboard or read-ancl-Iock-keyboard
command is executed.

NO CHARACTER.
The no-character status code (100) Is generated urner the folloWiqr cornttions:

"FLEXOWRITER" STATUS CODES.
There are six terminating status codes that
can appear in tbe device statu. f1eld(b1t. 20, 37,
and 38) of a r"ult descriptor in a "Flexowrlter" operation. Tbu••tatu. c.odel are as tollows:
a. 001: end of record.

b. 010: cbaracter read.
0,

100: no character,

a. If there is no character contained in the output
of the "Flexowriter" control when a read-and-unlock-keyboard or a read-arn-Iock-keyboard commarn is executed.
b. If a "Flexowriter" write operation i8 attemped
while a read-by-characters operation Is beiqr "
performed.
OFF LINE.

4. 110: oft 11ne.

The off-line 8tatus code (110) Is generated
if the OFF LINE 8witch Is pre lied while a

e, 111: pa,Sty error.

"Flexowriter" read or write operation il being
performed.

END OF RECOJU),

PARITY ERROR.
Th. eM-of-record status code (001) is gener.teel under the following conditione;

,. It two succI,.ive blank character. are typed or
read from paper tape during either binary or alphanul1llrtc-mode read operation••
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The parity-error etatus code (111) 1. generated If an Isolated blank character i. deteeted
during a read operation or if a character with even
parity is received from the VO module durlqr a
write operation.

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER-REPRODUCER SET AN/GSH-22
GENERAL.
The Magnetic Tape Recorder- Reproducer Set
AN!GSH-22 (magnetic tape recorder-reproducer set)
is a two-way (input-output) terminal device that is
\.Ised for bulk storage of large quantities of program
Information and statistical data. This equipment,
which is illustrated in filNre 4-12, consists of four
Magnetic Tape Recorder-Reproducer RD-300/
GSH"22 units (magnetic tape units) and one RecorderReproducer Control C-4637/GSH-12 (magnetic tape
control). The magnetic tape control is capable of
controllini up to six magnetic tape units. The magnetic tape recorder-reproducer set performs 14

different operations: seven variations of the basic
read operation and seven variations of the basic
write operation. Operating characteristics of this
equIpment are listed in table 4-2.
The information in this section is presented
under the following headings:
a. General description.
b. Magnetic tape format.
c. Magnetic tape operations.
d. Magnetic tape status codes.

.

.
.
...-'. ... _.

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER
REPRODUCER RD-2!SIIGSH-12

RECORDEft-R '"ODUCER
CONT"OL C.. 46!1/0SH-12

n
tJ

_- _
a_

-----../

I

Figure 4-12. / Magnetic Tape Recorder-Reproducer Set AN/GSH-22
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Table 4-2. Operating Cllaracterlstles of Magnetic

Ta.,. Recorder-Reproducer Set

Feat\Qte

AN/GSH~22

Cl.pabWty or Limitation

storase capacity

Up to 15,000,000 character. per 8460-foot
reel of tape

Speed of tape QlOv,ment (forward cUreetlon)

120 Inche. per ••cond

Rtwbld .peed (revene cUzection)

3'J5 Inche. per .econd (80 S800ndi per 8460foot reel of tape)

CJla.raoter tnufer rate

66, 'JOO character. per second

Tape pacldni delllity

555. 5 character a per Inch

Type. of Operatlolll

Read, write, advance, backspace, Z'twlnd
and erase

Parity checki

Lateral: odd
loongltud1nal: even

Tape wldth

0.5 Inch

Tape tldekDIlI

2.0 mUs

OptratiJ18 envlrorunent

The operattnc envlrorunent mutt be free from
excessive radiation and exces.lve DUlgDetlc
flelell.

GENliRAL DESCRIPTION.

(one memory word) and 32,760 characters (4095
memory worde); each character is made up of fix
information bits and one parity bit.. Writing information on the tape and erasing information from the
tape can only be accomplished by uee of tape supply
reels equipped with write rings. File protectton 18
also provided by the rewind-and-lockout operation.

nae mlinetlc tape unite perform read, write,
advance, back. pace, rewind, and erase operation.e
under the oontrol of tile magnetic tape control.
Under local control, the magnetic tape units can
perform rewind, backspace, advance, load, and unload optl'atlolUl.
The tape supply (or tUe) ree118 mounted on
the rtsht reel-hub a.llembly, and the tape takeup
re., 11 mounted on the left reel-hub assembly. Dur1ni a r,ad or write operlltton, the tape travels over
guide. and thru vacuum columns from the tape
"apply 1'..1 put the read-write head assembly and
onto the tNM' takeup reel. DurinJ a rewind or backspace operatlon, thll motion ts reversed. Informa..
tion Is written on the tape or ts read from the tape as
tt p..... thru the read-write head ..sembly. 'lbe
recol'd1ni method uled 18..,the nonreturp~to~O method;
that 11, a J bit ts repr",nted by a reversal of nux
polarity in .Ither d1.rectio~. Qlly 1 bits are acmally
written on the tape. The 0 bits are indicated by the
lac:k ot flux ohanle on thfl tape. The read head 11
poSitioned behind the write bead .0 that information
that 11 written o~ the ta~ can be read back and
cheo~.d tor parity. lJJformation 18 written on~e
tlPl &n iroupl of character. oalled r~orde.
e
wDKth of a r.cord Can vary between etsht cha tel's
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The magnetic tape control decodes operating
instructions which it receives from an I/O module
of the data processing set controls the now of
information to and from the magnetic tape units,
and thereby implements the 14 tape operations.
The magnetic tape control also provides the control
signals required for operation with the I/O modules
and performs the necessary conversion of lotte
signal levels. The magnetic tape control can control only one magnetic tape unit at a time. Therefore, when a tape operation 18 to be performed, the
I/O module Itenell a tape control word to the magnetic tll.pe control. The tape control word contains
the number of the magnetic tape unit to be used and
specUle. whether a read or write operatlon 11 to
be perforllled. The number of the magnetic tape
unit can be aelected or changed by changing the
unit number on the front panel. The magnetic tape
control alIo checklt the parity of the data transferred
between the magnetic tape unit and the I/O module
and inserts the parity bit if necessary.

.Two physical markers are used on the tape.
These markers, whtch are sensed by tape sensors,
are coded aluminum strips, apprOximately 1 inch in
length and 3/16 inch in width. They are used to indicate the electrical beginning and end of the tape
aDd to indicate the unload point on the tape. The
beginning-of.tape (BOT) marker, which is also
referred to as the load point, is positioned between
10 and 11 feet from the physical beginning of the
tape. As the tape moves over the read-write head,
the BOT marker is placed 1/32 inch from the edge of
the tape that is nearest to the door. The end-of-tape
(EOT) marker is poSitioned between 13 and 14 feet
from the phlsical end of the tape. The EOT marker
is placed 1/32 inch from the edge of the tape that is
nearest to the casting.

MAGNETIC TAPE FORMAT,
The information written on the magnetic tape
is contained in seven information tracks (figure 4-13)
formed on the tape by the seven write heads. The
informatlon tracks I'\1n longitudinally on the tape,
whereas the characters run laterally. Each information track has a read head and a write head associated with it. Six of the tracks (BA842l) contain the
six information bits of a character, and the seventh
track (P) is used for the parity bit of 'the character.
Odd parity is used for each character. A longitudinal
parity character is written apprOximately four character lengths from the last character in each record.
This character is formed by automatically writing a
1 bit on each tape track that has an odd number of
bite for the length of the record. The longitudinalparity character thus maintains an even bit count
(even parity) in each track for the length of each
record. Both lateral and longitudinal parity checks
are made whenever a record is being read from or
written on a tape.

Two tape leaders are used with the tape:
the female leader and the male leader. The female
leader is constructed of magnetic tape and is attached to the tape take-up reel. The length of the
female leader is apprOximately 14 feet, 8 inches.
An aluminum marker is attached to the female
leader. This marker strip is used for the unload
operation and is positioned in a manner wbich allows
it to be sensed by the end-of-tape sensor. This unload marker is positioned 63 inches from the latch
end of the leader. The male leader is 6 inches in
length and is spUced to the tape. This leader is
constructed of nonmagnetic, black, "Mylar" film.

The records shown in figure 4-13 are the
shortest po.,ible records (one word). The interrecord gap, which is automatically written between
the records, consists of approximately 3/4 inch of
blank tape that is relatively free from flaws. A flaw
existl wben a flux change is detected on a tape area
that should be bla.J1k. An end-of-tne record, which
consistl of an information character followed by a
longitudinal· parity character, is written on the tape
to separate two groups of records. This one·
character record 18 preceded by a gap of at least 3.7
inches. Both of the characters contain 1 bits in information tracks 1, 2, 4, and 8 and 0 bits in tracks
A, S, and P.
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Every operation performed by the magnetic
tape recorder-reproducer set begins as a write-type
of (output) operation. The command descriptor sent
to the I/O modules from the memory modules will
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MAGNETIC TAPE OPERATIONS.
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Figure 4·13. Magnetic Tape Format
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always be a write type at instruction; that Ie, bit 44
of the command descrlptOl' wiU al",ays be a O. The
write operatton ts necIIsary to tranafer the tape
control wo~d to the mapetlc tape control. Thil
wor<i del_tes the ma,nettc tape unit to be used
and the type of operation (read or write) to be pel'''
tormed. 'lbe follQwtng rule. apply to the formation
of a command descriptor for a tape operation:

n.

a.
word ao<i record count portions, . bits 1 thru
12 and 18 thru 18, wlU be equal to 0, I, 2, or a
.pecU1ed COUllt, <lependtng on the tape operation.
(R"", to appendix 4.)
b. The memory·startlni~addres. r.0tlon, bit. 31
thru SO, mUlt contain the addrlls 0 a tape control
word, whiCh II !tlway. the fir8t word of the block of
memory locations specified by the de8criptor.

c. The device number portion, bits 39 thru 43,
alway. COlltain. the munber 01 the magnetic tape
control.

e, The operatton code portion, bits 46 tbru 48,
cont_ one of ItveQ three-bit Code8. Thil code
tndiCat.. the tape operation to be performed.

Onll the f!J'.t character of the tape control
wor4 11 \lied. Tile first three bits ot thts character
.peoUy tUher a reid or write operation, and the
other three bits oontain the nUPlber of the magnetic
tape unU. The forPl&t of thll character (character 0)
" thow" in ttpre 4~14.
The three-bit operatJon code in the command
dllertptor 11 trlNlferred all Irn I.nstructton code to
the mapetic tape coptrol along with the tape control
wareS. The .even dUferent bit codes pos8ible in
the., tit,.. btt. llpectty leven I.nstructtons for the
bu to wrIte operation tndtQ~ted by a. write tape control
worlS ancI liven blStructtoDfJ for the basic read operation Indto,ted by a read tape control word. Each of
the" 14 tap. lnItl'\lCUOIlI tJ dtscusted. Delay requtrement. resardlni masnettc tape operatiOns are
",,,, •• eribed,
.

CHARACTER 0
'ON TROL

WORD

11

2 345

~

61

WR I TE COMMAND 1 1 1 X X X (REMAINDER OF
0 0 0 X X X TAPE CONTROL
READ COMMANO
X X X 0 0 1 WORD NOT USED)
TAPf: UNI T 1
XXXQ1 0
TAP~ VNIT 2
X X X 01 1
TAPE lJNIT 3
X X X l. 0 0
TAPE UNIT 4
XXX1 0 1
TAPE UNI T S
XXX1 1 0
TA,:/E VNl T 6

,

ripr. 4.. 14. Mapetlc TaPe Control
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Word

The wrIte type of Instructions are indicated
by a write tape control word; the.. instructions and

the btt cQd.. (bIte 46, 4'1, and 48 of the command descr~l)tor) wbich ~orrespond to them are as follows:

a. 001: rewind.
b. 010: test.
c. 011: write one record.
d. 100: write end.of lUe.
e. 101: rewind and lockout.
f. lto: erue.
g. 111: write Plultirecords.

el. '!be operation type pOrtton, bits 44 and 45, 11
!tlway. equal to 01 (wrUe operation with a two .. way
device).
'

TAP~

WRITE TYPE OF INSTRUCTIONS.

For all write type of operations, a word
count of at leut 0002 (octal) must be specified in the
command descriptor; otherwtse, the operation is
terminated by the word.. count-eq\lal-to-O I/O status,
and the operation 18 not completed successfully. If
an actual write operation (operation codes 010, 011,
100, and 111) 11 terminated by the end-of-tape device
status, the operation wu not completed sattsfactorlly, but lome part of the record may have been
written on the tape. If information was to be written
on the tape durlnB thts operation, an attempt should
be made to write th18 information on another tape.
Ally of the write type of operation. are terminated
with the parity-error status code (Ill) in the device
Itatus field of the result descriptor If the tape control word 11 received with incorrect parity by the
mlinetic tape control.
IU:WIND. The operation code for the rewind
Instruction 18 001. Th18 instruction causes the tape
to rewind at a lpeed of 375 inches per second. The
tape stope when the load-point marker ts sensed.
As soon as the rewind operation 18 begun satisfactorily, a result descriptor which contaWs the
end... of-tape status code (101) in the terminal device
statui field is returned. Thts status indicates that
the rewind operatton has begun sat tsfactor ily . The
magnetic tape unit remains unavailable until the
tape has reached the load point, but the magnetic
tape control ts available for controlling one of the
other magnetic tape units as 800n as the end-of~tape
status code ts transmitted to the VO module. .Therefore, the total tbne required for initiating the rewind operation, from the execution of the command
descriptor to the storing of the result descriptor in
core memory, 18 between approxbnately '71 microseconds and 136 microseconds. If a magnetic tape
unit 11 addressed while it 18 rewlndlng tape, the
operation for whiCh the magnetic tape unit was
specified 18 terminated, and the abnormal condition
status cocte (011) 18 placed in the terminal device
stabl8 field of the result deicriptor; the rewinding of
the tape 11 not interrupted. The actual time required
tor rewlndlni the tape depends on the pos1tlon of the
tape when the rewind operation 18 initiated;

approximately 80 seconds are required for rewinding
the full 2460-foot reel. The rewind operation should
not be initiated following an actual write operation
(operation codes 010, 011, 100, and 111) since, when
this is done, only one half of the interrecord gap is
produced. Flaws in the tape may be produced when
subsequent write operations from this point on the
tape are performed, and the new record that was
written at this point will not be readable. If the tape
must be rewound after an actual write operation, the
rewind instruction should be preceded by an eraseone-word operation. If a rewind operation Is terminated by the abnormal-condition status, the information on the tape being rewound may be destroyed.
None of the other device status conditions can terminate the rewind operation except for the parityerror status code (111), which occurs in the event
that the tape control word has incorrect parity when
received by the magnetic tape control.

of the record is determined by the word count specUted in the command descriptor. A word count of
0000(8) is interpreted as 4096 words. The number
of words written on the tape Is always one less than
the word count because of the transfer of the tape
control word; thus the maximum number of words
that can be written in one record is 4095. The writeone-record operation is normally terminated with
the end-ot-record status code (001) in the device
status field of the result descriptor. Any of the
other device status conditions except the end-of-file
status can also terminate the operation. The
parameters that must be considered when calculating
the time required to perform a write-one-record
operation and the formula used for these calculations
are as follows (all figures are approximate):

TEST. The operation code for the test instruction is OlO.This instruction Is only used for
maintenance purposes and causes an operation to be
performed which Is Similar to a write operation except that characters "E," "W," and "L" are control
characters. The operation begins as a write operation; information is written normally untU the first
"E" character (010101) Is transferred in the data
being written. An erue operation now begins, and
information on the tape is erased, even though information is still transferred to the magnetic tape control. Likewise, the operation will be changed back
to a normal write operation by the first "W" character (110110) occurring thereafter, and the operation
can be continually switched back and forth between
write and erase by the placement of "E" and "w"
characters in the data. If an "L" character (100011)
Is transferred during an erase operation, a longitudinal-parity check character Is written. By use of
this instruction, interrecord gaps of any size can be
created, the placement of the longitudinal-parity
character can be varied, flaws can be created in the
tape, and an incorrect longitudinal-parity character
can be written (by erasing, writing one character,
and eruing).

b. Starting time when tape is positioned at load
point (B): 69.1 mUllseconds.

The test operation is normally terminated
with the end.. of-record status code (001) in the device
status field of the result descriptor. However, any
of the device status conditions can result in termination of the test operation. The magnetic tape unit
must not be in the erue mode when the word count is
counted down to 0 (the last character of the last word
must be written on the tape, or the tape transport
wUI run away). In addition, at least the last 15
words mllst be written in order to check longitudinal
parity. -A longitudinal-parity character is automatically written at the end of the test instruction. During the eraae mode of the test instruction, lateral
parity is not checked.
WRITE ONE RECORD. The operation code
for the write-one-record instruction is 011. This
instruction causes one record of data to be written on
the tape. After thts record ts written, a longitudinalparity character Is formed and written. The length

a. Designate time (A): 40 microseconds to 105
microseconds.

c. Starting time when tape Is not positioned at load
point (C): 5.385 milliseconds.
d. Time required to write ft:rst word (D): 1.347
milliseconds to 1.49 milliseconds.
e. Time required to write each word after first
word (E): 96 microseconds to 240 microseconds.
f. Termination time (F): 4.312 mUliseconds.
g. Formula: A+(B or C)+D+(E times N-l)+F.
(N denotes the number of words in the record. )
WRITE END OF FILE. The operation code
for the write-end-of-file instruction is 100. This
instruction causes the special end-of-file record to
be written on the tape. The end-of-fUe record,
which Is used to indicate a separation of data records
on the tape, consists of a one-Character record
followed by a longitudinal-parity character; both
characters have a bit configuration of 0001111. The
end-of-tne operation is normally terminated with the
end-of-record status code (001) in the device status
field of the result descriptor. Any of the other
device status conditions except the end-of-file status
can also terminate the operation. The parameters
that must be considered when calculating the time
required to -perform a write-end-of-fUe operation
and the formula used for these calculations are as
follows (all figures are approximate):
a. Designate tUne (A): 40 microseconds to 105
microseconds.
b. Starting time when tape is pos1t1oned at load
point (B): 69.1 mUllseconds.
c. Starting tUne when tape Is not positioned at
load point (C): 27.9 m1ll1seconds.
d. Time required ~o write end-of-fUe record (D);
1.262 mUliseconds to 1.266 millisecondS.
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e. Termination time (E): 4.32 mWiseconda.
f. Formula: A+(B or e)+D+E.
REWIND AND LOCKOUT. The operation
code for the rewind-and-lockout Instruction is 101.
This instruction clUUJes a rewind operation to be performed; at the end of this operation the m!IKnet1c tape
\lnit is placed in the lockout condition. The rewind
portion ot the rewind-and-Iockout operation is the
as for the rewind operation.
When the magnetic tape unit 18 in the
lockout condition, the tape is file protected, and the
information on it cannot be altered, though it can be
read. If an attempt to write on this magnetic tape
unit is now initiated, the file-protect status from the
device terminates the operation. If the unit number
of the magnetic tape unit is altered at the front
panel, however, access for writing on the magnetic
tape untt can be obtained, provided the LeK ntp-flop
for the new unit designated is reset. The lockout
condition for any of the magnetic tape units can be
reset at the control panel of the magnetic tape control. The rewind-and-Iockout operation provides
electronic fUe protection that is separate from the
file protection provided by the file-protect write
rings. Therefore, this operation is normally used
only in magnetic tape units equipped with write
rings. The time required to perform the rewindand-lockout operation is the same as that required
for the rewind instruction

.a.m.

ERASE. The operation code for the erase
instruction is 110. This instruction causes data to
be erased on an area of tape of a length determined
by the word count specified in the command descriptor. The erase operation is useful for skipping
areu in the tape, such as areas containing flaws.
Data are transferred from memory to I/O module
and from I/O module to magnetic tape control, but
the data are not written on the tape. The parity of
the data is checked, however. The erase operation
consists basically in writing O's on the tape. The
erase operation is normally terminated with the
end-of-record status code (001) in the device status
field of the result descriptor. During the erase
operation, the tape is read following the actual erase
function, and if a valid record is detected, the abnormal-condition status code from the device terminates the operation. This device status in the result
descriptor for an erase operation thus indicates the
presence of a flaw on the tape. This flaw cannot be
erued or rejected (six-~haracter flaw). Any status
condition other than end-of-file status can terminate
the erase operation. If a word count of greater than
256 is used in an erase operation, information on
the tape is trued in records of 256 worda, and an
end-of-record gap is included in the erased area for
each mod 256 count of the word count specified in
the command descriptor. For example, if a word
count of 4096 is used, information on the tape area
for 4095 words (approximately 5 feet) plus the tape
area for 15 end-of-record gaps (apprOximately 12
inches) is erased. The parameters that must be
considered when calculating the time required to
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perform an eras. operation and the formula used
for these calculations are as follows (all fipres
are approximate):
a. De'ilnate time (A): 40 microseconds to 105
microseconds.
b. Starting time when tape 1&
point (B): 69.1 mill18econda.

~itioned

at load

c. Startinl time when tape is not positioned at load
point (e): 5.385 milliseconds.
d. Time required to erase first record (D): 96
microseconds to 240· microseconds per word.
e. Time required to erase each record after first
record (E): 24.576 milliseconda to 61.440
milliseconds.
f. Time required to form interrecord gap (F):
5.312 milliseconds.

g. Termination time (0): 4.312.
h. Formula: A+(B or e)+D+[E times (N..I)] + [F
times (N-I)] +0. (N denotes the number of records.)
WRITE MULTlREeoaoB. The operation
code for the wrUe-multirecords Instruction is 111.
This instruction causes a group of records to be
written on the tape; the number of records written
is determined by the number of mod 256 counts that
occur as the word count specified in the command descriptor 18 counted down to O. Each time a mod 256
value is reached, the magnetic tape recorderreproducer set is signaled by the I/O module, and
and end-of-record marker is written on the tape.
Therefore, each record will contain 256 words (with
the possible exception of the very first record,
which will contain the number of words between the
original word count specified in the command descriptor and the first mod 256 value). The writemultirecords operation is normally terminated by
the end-of-record status code (001) in the device
status field of the result descriptor. Any of the
other device status conditions except the end-of-file
status can also terminate the write multlrecords
operation. The parameters that must be considered
when calculating the time required to perform a
write-multirecords operation and the formula used
for these calculaUonsare as follows (all figures are
approximate):
.
a. Designate time (A): 40 microseconds to 105
microseconds.
b. Starting time when tape is poSitioned at load
point (B): 69.1 milliseconds.
c. Starting time when tape is not positioned at
load point (e): 5.385 mW18econds.
d. Time required to write first record (D): 1.347
miUiseconds to 1.49 mllliseconds for the first word

plus 96 microseconds to 240 microseconds for each
word in excess of one word.
e. Time required to write each record after the
first record (E): 25.827 milliseconds to 62.690
milliseconds .
f. Time required to form interrecord gap (F):
5.312 milliseconds.
.

g. Termination time (G): 4.312 milliseconds.
h. Formula: A+(B or C)+D+ [E Times (N-l)] +
[F times (N-1)] +G. (N denotes the number of
records. )
READ TYPES OF INSTRUCTIONS.
The read types of instructions are indicated
by a read tape control word; these instructions and

the bit codes (bits 46, 47, and 48) corresponding to
them are as follows:
a. 001: backspace one record and read (n) records.
b. 010: backspace (n) records.
c. 011: backspace to end of file.
d. 100: read (n) records.
e. 101: advance (n-l) records and read one
record.
f. 110: advance (n) records.
g. 111: advance to end of file.
When the read type of instruction is decoded
from the tape control word, a nonterminating status
code is transferred to the I/O module from the magnetic tape control to set bit DR44 of the command
descriptor and thus change the original write operation to a read operation. The magnetic tape unit is
unavaUable for approximately 6 milliseconds following any read type of operation even though the magnetic tape control will be avaUable for .use with one of
the other magnetic tape units. U the same magnetic
tape unit is addressed during this time, the operation
will be terminated by the abnormal-condition (011)
status.

In actual read operations (operation codes
001, 100, and 101), a total of 4096 words can be read
from the ta,pe in one operation if the word count is set
to 0001 ,Although this magnetic tape equipment is
not capable of writing a 4096-word record, this
{,ature enables the reading of 4096.word records
thiLt can be written by certain other magnetic tape
sets. In addition, any number of records (16 or less)
totallni 4098 words or less (rather than 4095) can
also be read in one operation.
The actual read operation does not start until
a valid record is sensed on the ta.pe. A valid record
consists of six consecutive characters in which a 1

bit is written in at least one of the seven tracks.
The mainetlc tape unit skips all tape until the f1J:.'st
valid record is detected. Therefore, erued areu
between records (such u areu containing flaws) are
automatically skipped, and flaws of less than six
characters in length are rejected automatically. No
data transfers take place in any of the read tape control operations. Therefore, the only read types of
operations that can be terminated by a parity-error
or data-too-slow device status are those with operation codes 001, 100, and 101; these terminations
can only occur during the actual read operation.
The parity-error status will also occur for any
read type of operation if the tape control word has
incorrect parity when sent to the magnetic tape control. In this case; DR44 in the result descriptor
will not be set.
BACKSPACE ONE RECORD AND READ (n)
RECORDS. The operation code for the backspaceone-record-and-read-(n)-records instruction is 001.
This Instruction causes the tape to be driven backward over one record; then the number re~ords
specified by (n) is read. U the previous operation
was a write operation, the tape is driven forward
for approximately 4.9 milliseconds before it is
driven backward. This action causes an interrecord
gap to be written at the end of the previous record.
The number of records read in .this operation is determined by the record count specified in the command descriptor. The operation is normally
terminated with the end-of-record status code (001)
in the device status field of the result descriptor.
This termination will occur whenever the record
counter in the I/O module is counted down to 0 by
an end-of-record status code from the magnetic
tape control (regardless of the count in the word
counter). The operation can also be terminated
normally, however, by the word-count-equal-to.. O
status code (011) in the I/o status field of the result
descriptor. This termination will occur whenever
the count of word counter is reduced to 0 and the tape
is not at the end of a record. U the tape is at the
end of a record when the word count is decreased to
o but the record count is not equal to 0, the end of
record status stUl occurs in the result descriptor.
The maximum word count possible is 4096, which
includes the tape control word. U the read operation
is terminated with word-count-equal-to-O status, the
longitudinal parity of the data read is not checked.
U the one record backspaced over in this operation
is an end-of';file record, it is Ignored a$ an end-offile condition during backspace but is recognized as
a valid record during the read operation. The
operation will thus be terminated by the end-of-file
(010) status, and the position of the tape will be the
same as when the operation began. During the read
portion of this operation, any of the device status
conditions except the £Ue-protect (l00) status can
terminate the operation. However, the only status
that can terminate the operation before or during
the backspace operation !sthe abnormal-condition
(011) status, the end-of-tape (101) status, or the
parity-error (111) status (parity error in tape control word). The parameters that must be considered
when calculating the time required to perform a
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backspace-one.record·and-read-(n)-records operation and the formula used for these calculations are
as follows (all figures are approximate):
a. Designate Ume (A): 40 microseconds to 105
microseconds.
b. Starting time following a write type of opera·
tion (B): 18.30 mUU.econda.
c. Startlna time following a read type of operation
(C): 6.72 mill18econds.
d. Variable distance factor foUowlns a write type
ot operation (D): 8.33 milliseconds per inch of tape
minus the starting time (the combined starting time
and variable distance factor is never less than
24.085 m1lliseconds).
e. Variable distance factor following a read type
of operation (E): 8.33 m1lliseconds per inch of tape
minus startlns time (the combined start1ng time and
variable distance factor is never less than 6.72
mUl18econds).

for 2.4 mUliseconds; a delay of this duration should
therefore be accounted for in the program before
the magnetic tape control can be used again. The
parameters that must be considered when calculating
the time required to perform a backspace (n) recorda operation and the formula used for these
calculatlou are as foilowl (all fJgures are
approximate):
a. De_Sinate time (A): 40 microseconds to 105
mlcrOiecondB.
b. Starting time following a write type of operation
(B): 18.2 mllllleconds.
c. °Startlns time following a read type of operation
(C): 6.72 milliseconds.
d. Variable distance factor following a write otype
of operation (D): 8.33 mllliseconds per inch of tape
minus the starting time (the combined starting time
and variable distance factor is never less than 16.2
mllliseconds ).

g. Tape direction reversal time (G): 3.5
mUl18econds.

e. Variable distance factor following a read type
of operation (E): 8.33 milliseconds per inch of tape
minus the Itarting time (the combined starting time
and variable distance factor is never less than 6.72
mUllseconds).

h. Read time (H): 96 microseconds to 240 micro..
seconda per word.

f. Time required to backspace over a record (F):
96 microseconds to 240 microseconds per word.

f. Time required to backspace over one record
(F): 96 microsecond to 340 microseconds per word.

i. Time required to advance over interrecord gap
(I): 8.33 milllleconds per inch of tape.

g. Time required to backspace over interrecord
gap (G): 8.33 milliseconds per inch of tape.

j. Termination time (J): 181 microseconds.

h. Termination time (H): 1.275 milliseconds.

k. Formula: A+(B or C)+(D or E)+(F times N)+G+
(H t1mes JC)+[J times (Y-l)]+J. (N denotes the num·
ber ot worda in the record that is backsapced over,
X denotel the total number of words in all records
read, and Y denotes the total number of records
read.)

i. Formula: A.+(B or C)+(D or E)+(F times N)+
[G times (X-1)] +H. (N denotes the total number of
words in all recorda and X denotes the number of
records.)

BACKSPACE (n) RECORDS. The opoeratton
code tor the backspace (n) records lMtructton is 010.
Th1s instruction caulles the tape to be driven backward over a group of records; The llUPlber of recordi to be backspaced over is deterPlJned by the
record co"nt (n) in the command descriptor. The
backlpace (n) records operation is normally terminated with the end-of. record statui code (001) in the
device staNa field of the reeult de.crlptor. If an
end-of-fUe record 18 sensed durlns the backspaee
operation, the end.. of.. f1le (010) device status code
will terminate the operation. Since there is no
tranlfer of data during th18 operation, the data-tooslow (110) status condition cannot termiQate the
operation, and the parity error .tltus can occur
only durlna°the traufer Of the tape control word.
However, any of the other device status conditions
elWlpt the m.-protect ItatuS cap terminate the
operation. FoUow1l1i a backspace (n) recorda operation, the mapetlc tape control
wlll be unavallable
\

BACKSPACE TO END OF Fn..E. The operation code tor the obackspace·to-end-of-fUe instruction
is 011. This instruction causes the tape to be
driven backward untU an end-of-file record is read.
This operation 1& normally terminated with the endof-file status code (010) in the device status field of
the result descriptor. The abnormal condition (011)
and the end-of-tape condition (101) are the only other
status °conditions that can terminate this operation.
After a backspace-to-end-of·fi1e operation has been
performed, all end·of-flle records are ignored
during read operations untll a valid record has been
passed over by the read heads. Following a backspace.to-end-of·tUe operation, the magnetic tape
milliseconde; a delay
control 18 unavailable for
of thll duration should be aCCounted for in the program before the °magnetic tape control can be used
again. The parameters that must be considered
when calculating the time required to perform a
backspace.to-end-of~file operation and the formula

.,
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used for these calculations are as follows (aU figures
are approximate):

distance factor is never less than 14.5
milliseconds).

a. Designate time (A): 40 microseconds to 105
microseconds.

e. Variable distance factor when tape is not
positioned at load point (E): 8.33 milliseconds per
inch of tape minus 135 microseconds (when tape is
not positioned at load point, the combined starting
time and variable distance factor is never 1ells than
135 microseconds).

b. Starting time following a write type of operation
(B): 24.085 milliseconds.
c, Starting time following a read type of operation
(C): 14.5 milliseconds.
d. Backspace time (D): 8.33 milliseconds per inch
of tape.
e. Termination time (E): 12 microseconds.
f.

Formula: A+(B or C)+D+E.

READ (n) RECORDS. The operation code
for the read-(n)-records instruction is 100. This
instruction causes a specified number of records
to be read from the tape. The number of records
read is determined by the record count specified in
the command descriptor. The read-(n)-records
operation is normally terminated with the end-ofrecord status code (00l) in the device status field of
the result descriptor. This termination occurs
whenever the record counter in the I/o module is
counted down to 0 by an end-of-record status code
from the magnetic tape control (regardless of the
count in the word counter). The operation can also
be terminated normally, however, with the wordcount-equal-to-O status code (011) in the I/O status
field of the result descriptor. This termination
occurs whenever the word count is decreased to 0
and the tape is not at the end of a record. When a
read operation is terminated by word count equal to
o status, the longitudinal parity of the data read is
not checked. If the tape is at the end of a record
when the word count is decreased to 0 but the record
count is not equal to 0, the end-of-record status
still occurs in the result descriptor. The maximum
word count possible is 4096; the tape control word
is included in this count. Any of the device status
conditions except the iUe-protect status can result
in terminating the read (n) records operation. The
parameters that must be considered when calculating
the time required to perform a read (n) records
operation and the formula used for these calculatiOns
are as follows (all ffiures are approximate):
a. Designate time (A): 40 microseconds to 105
microseconds.
b, Start1Jlg time when tape Is positioned at load
point (B): 14.5 mU!iseconds.
c. Starting time when tape is not positioned at
load potnt (C): 135 lllicroseconds.
d. Variable ~tance factor when tape is poisitioned
at load point (D): 8.33 millisecondl per inch of tape
min\ll 14.5 milliseconds (when tape is positioned at
load POint, the combined starting time and variable

f. Time required to advance over interrecord gap
(F): 8.33 milliseconds per inch of tape.
g. Termination time (G): 181 microseconds.
h. Formula: A+(B or C)+D+ (E times N)+ [F Umes
(X-I)] +G. (N denotes the total number of words in
all records and X denotes the number of records.)
ADVANCE (n-l) RECORDS AND READ ONE
RECORD. The operation code for the advance-(n-l)records-and-read-one-record instruction is 101.
This instruction causes the tape to be advanced over
the number of records specified by (n-l); after the
tape is advanced, one record is read. The number
of records advanced over is determined by the record count specified in the command descriptor.
The tape is advanced for (n-l) records, and then the
next record is read. The advance-(n-l)-recordsand-read-one-record operation is normally terminated with the end-of-record status code (001) in
the device status field of the result descriptor. This
termination occurs when the end-of-record status
code is sent to the I/o module from the magnetic
tape control (when the end of the record being read
is reached). The operation can also be terminated
with the word-count-equal-to-O status code (011) in
the I/O status field of the result descriptor. This
termination occurs if the word count specified in the
original command descriptor is less than the number
of words in the one record. The maximum word
count possible is 4096; the tape control word is
included in this count. Wheil the read operation is
terminated with word-count-equal-to-O status, the
longitudinal parity of the data read is not checked.
Any of the device status conditions except the £Ueprotect status can result in terminating the advance(n-l)-records-and-read-one-record operation; however, the parity error (111) and data-too-slow
(110) status conditions cannot occur during the
advance-(n-l)-records part of the operation. The
parity-error status can occur during the transfer of
the tape control word. The parameters that must
be considered when calculating the time required to
perform an advance-(n-l)-records-and-read-onerecord operation and the formula used for these
calculations are as follows (all figures are
approximate) :
a. Designate time (A): 40 microseconds to 105
microseconds.
b. Starting time when tape is positioned at load
point (B): 14.5 milliseconds.
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c. Starting time when tape is not positioned at
load point (C): 135 microseconds.
d. Variable d18tance factor when tape is positioned
at load point (D): 8.33 mUlIseconds per inch of tape
minu. 14.15 mWlseconds (when tape 11 po.1tioned at
load POint, the combined starting time and variable
dlltance factor is never less than 14.5 milliseconds).
e. Variable distance factor when tape is not poSitioned at load point (E): 8.33 mWiseconds per
inch of tape minus 135 microseconds (when tape is
not positioned at load point, the combined starting
time and variable distance factor is never less than .
135 microseconds).
f. Ttme required to advance over interrecord gap
(F): 8.33 mWiseconds per inch of tape.
g. Termination time (G): t81 microseconds.
h. Formula: A+(B or C)+o.(E times N)+ [F times
(X-1)] +G. (N denotes the total number of words in
all records, and X denotes the number of records.)
ADVANCE (n) RECORDS. The operation
code for the advance-(n)-records Instruction is 110.
Th18 instruction causes the tape to be advanced over
the number of records specified by (n). The number
of records passed over is determined by the record
count specified in the command descriptor. The
advance-(n)-records operation is normally terminated with the end-of-record status code (001) in the
device status field of the result descriptor. Since
there is no transfer of data during this operation,
the data-too-slow (110) status condition cannot
terminate th18 operation, and the parity-error status
occurs only for a parity error in the tape control
word. However, any of the other device status conditions except the fUe-protect status can terminate
the operation. The parameters that must be conSidered when calculating the time required to perform an advance (n) records operation and the
formula used for these calculations are as follows
(all figures are approximate):
a. Designate time (A): 40 microsecondS to 105
microseconds.
b. Starting time when tape is positioned at load
point (B): 14.5 mWisecondS.
c. Start1ng time when tape is not positioned at load
POint (C): 135 microsecondS.
d. Variable distance factor when tape is positioned
at load point (D): 8.33 mWiseconds per inch of tape
minus 14.5 milliseconds (when tape is positioned at
load POint, the combined starting time and variable
dtitance factor is never less than 14.5 mUliseconds).
e. VaJ'lable distance factor when tape is not positioned at load point (E): 8.33 mWisecondS per inch
of t . minus 135 microsecondS (when tape is not
pos1t1oned at load POint, the combined starting time
and variable distance factor is never less than 135
micro.econc1s).
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f. Time requ~ed to advance over interrecord Sap
(F): 8.33 mW18econds per inch of tape.
g. Termination time (G): 181 micro.econda.

rr

h. Formula: A+(B or C)+D+(E time. N)+
tlmel
(N-l)] +G. (N denote. the number of recorda.)
ADVANCE TO END OF FU.E. The operation
code for the advance-to-end-of-file in8truction is
111. This instruction causes the tape to be advanced
until an end-of-file record is read.. The advance-toend-of-file operation is normally terminated with
the end-of-file status code (010) in the device status
field. of the result descriptor. After an advance- teend-of-file operation has been performed, all endof-file recordS are ignored in a read operation until
a valid record has been passed over by the read
headS. The parameters that must be considered
when calculating the time required to perform an
advance-to-end-of-fUe operation and the formula
used for these calculations are as follows (all
figures are approximate):
a. Designate time (A): 40 microsecondS to 105
microseconds.
b. Starting time when tape is positioned at load
point (B): 14.5 milliseconds.
c. Starting time when tape is not poSitioned at
load point (C): 135 microsecondS.
d. Tape advance Ume (D): 8.33 milliseconds per
inch of tape.
e. Termination time (E): 12 microseconds.
f. Formula: A+(B or C)+o.E.
DELAY REQUffiEMENTS.
After the execution of many of the magnetic
tape operations, delays must be accounted for in the
program before the magnetic tape control and/or the
magnetic tape unit is again available for use. The
type of tape operation and the status condition which
caused the operation to be terminated determine
whether or not a delay in the program needed to
allow the magnetic tape control to become avaUable
before any of the magnetic tape units can again be
used. If the magnetic tape unit that was used In the
previous tape operation is to be used again during
the next tape operation, an additional time delay may
be required after the magnetic tape control has become avaUable. Whether or .not this additional delay
is required is also dependent upon the type of tape
operation and the status condition which caused the
operation to be terminated. Tables 4-3 and 4-4 list
the approximate periods of time that the prOJram8
will be delayed for the magnetic tape control and
the magnetic tape units, respectively, to become
available after the termination of the different tape
operations for various status conditions. The total
delay time required is obtained by adding the applicable delay times from each table.

MAGNETIC TAPE STATUS CODES.
There are seven terminating status codes
that can appear in the device status field (bits 20,
37, and 38) of a result descriptor for a magnetic
tape operation. These codes and the status for each
of these codes are as follows:
a. 001: end of record.

c. A valid record is read from an area of tape that
should be blank.
d. A rewind instruction is given, and the magnetic
tape unit does not respond properly.
e. A rewind instruction is given, and the magnetic
tape unit performs the rewind operation while in the
write mode. (Data are destroyed as a result 01 this
malfunction. )

b. 010: end of file.
c. 011: abnormal condition.
d. 100: file protect.
e. 101: end of tape.
f. 110: data too slow.

g. 111 : parity error.
END OF RECORD.
The code for the end-of-record status is
001. This status code is sent to the t/O module each
time a record is passed during any read type of operation except the advance-to-end-of-file and the
backspace-to-end-of-file operations. Each time this
signal is sent to the t/O module, the record count
specified in the command descriptor is decreased by
1. When the record count is decreased from 1 to 0,
the operation is terminated. When the end-of-record
status is sent during a write type of operation, the
operation is terminated. This status code indicates
tile successful completion of all tape operations
except the backspace-to-end-of-file, advance-to-endof-file, rewind, and rewind-and-Iockout operations.
END OF Fn.E.
The code for the end-of-file status is 010.
This status code is sent to the I/O module each time
an end of file record is read during a read type of
operation. The conditions stated for the backspaceone-record-and-read-(n)-records operation, the
backspace-to-end-of-file operation, and the advanceto-end-of-file operation are exceptions to this rule.
This status code will not occur for a write type of
operation.
ABNORMAL CONDITION.
The code for the abnormal-condition status is
011. This status code is sent to the t/O module and
terminates the operation when anyone of the following
conditions occurs:
a. A write instruction is given, and the magnetic
tape unit does not set up the write operation properly.
b. A valid record is read from the tape during an
erase operation.

f. The magnetic tape unit is placed in the local
mode whlle an operation is in progress.
g. Signal TTOL to the magnetic tape control goes
high during a read type or write type of operation.
If this action occurs during a write operation, the
movement of the tape is terminated; therefore the
longitudinal parity character is not written and the
read-write heads are not positioned in an· inter record
gap. If this action occurs during a read type of
operation, it is possible for the tape to stop in the
middle of a record.
h. The magnetic tape unit performs a backspace
operation while in the write mode. Valid data on the
tape are not destroyed in this case.
i. A read-forward instruction is given, and the
magnetic tape unit remains in the write mode. Valid
data on the tape are not destroyed in this case.
j. An illegal instruction (order code 000) is given.

k. The I/O module does not respond to the first
eight character requests from the magnetic tape
control.
1. The I/O module starts an instruction operation
as an input operation rather than as an output
operation.

m. The first character of the tape control word is
invalid.
n. The deSignated magnetic tape unit is not
available.
o. A nonexistent magnetic tape unit (unit numbers

o and 7) is addressed.

p. The I/O module does not respond to the read
character request when the nonterminating status
signals are sent.
Fn.E PROTECT.
The code for the flle-protect status is 100.
This status code is sent to the I/O module when any
write type of instruction except the rewind and
rewind-and-Iockout instructions is given when the
write ring is not on the tape supply reel or when the
magnetic tape unit is in the lockout condition.
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END OF TAPE.

The code for the end-of-tape status is 101.
This status code is sent to the I/O module when any
one of the following conditions occurs:

this information back into memory; consequently,
the write type of operation during which the end-oftape status was received should be performed again
on another tape.
DATA TOO SLOW.

a. The beginning-of-tape (load point) marker on
the tape is sensed during an operation that moves
the tape backward.
b. The end-of-tape marker is sensed during a read
type of operation. The end-of-tape status code is
not sent, however, until the reading of the record
being read is completed. After this record is read,
the end-of-tape status code is sent to the I/o module
if the record did not have a parity error and the end.
of-fUe record was not read.
c. A rewind or rewind-and-Iockout operation
begins satisfactorily.
U the end-of-tape status code appears in the
result descriptor for an output (write type) instruction other than the rewind instructions (operation
codes 001 and 101), the status indicates that the operation was not completed satisfactorily. U the operation transferred data to the tape, an input (read
type) instruction probably will not be able to read
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The code for the data-too-slow status is 110.
This status code is sent to the I/o module if the I/o
module is too slow in accepting data &Iring a read
type of operation or if the I/o module is too slow in
sending data during a write type of operation. The
transfer rate that must be maintained is approximately 67,000 characters per second.
PAWTY ERROR.

The code for the parity-error status Is 111.
I/O module wheneve!'
a lateral or longitudinal-parity error is detected
during read types and write types of operations (when
a valid character has been read). A parity check is
performed on data read from tape during an input
or an output operation and on data received from the
I/O module during an output operation. The parityerror status occurs during any tape operation when
the tape control word received at the magnetic tape
control has incorrect (even) parity.
This status code is sent to the

DATA STORAGE MAGNETIC DRUM MU-529/GYK-I0 AND
MAGNETIC DRUM CONTROLLER-CONVERTER C-7123/GYK-I0
AND
DATA STORAGE MAGNETIC DRUM MU-469/GYK-4 AND
MAGNETIC DRUM CONTROLLER-CONVERTER C-7124/GYK-I0
GENERAL.
The Data Storage Magnetic Drum MU-529/
GYK-IO (display/bulk drum unit) and the Magnetic
Drum Controller-Converter C-7123/GYK-I0 (display/bulk drum control) function as a two-way (inputoutput) terminal device that provides bulk storage
and a means for automatic readout and transfer of
display data from the display/bulk magnetic drum
units to the data display consoles. There are two
display/bulk magnetic drum units and two display/
bulk magnetic drum controls contained in the. data
processing set. The Data Storage Magnetic Drum
MU-469/GYK-4 (bulk-only drum unit) and the Magnetic Drum Controller-Converter C-7124/GYK-I0
(bulk-only drum control) also function as a two-way
(input-output) terminal device that provides bulk
storage; however, these units do not have the capability of automatic readout and transfer of data to
the data display consoles. Since many of the operatIng characteristics are identical for both types of
units, the information pertaining to both types of
units is presented in this section. When information
that is applicable to both the display/bulk drum unit
and its associated control and the bulk-only drum
unit and its associated control is presented, the units
are referred to Simply as magnetic drum unit and
magnetic drum control, respectively.

There are three types of magnetic drum unit
operations: read, write, and erase. These operations are initiated and controlled by use of command
descriptors which are transmitted to the I/O modules
by the operational program. The automatic readout
of display information from the display/bulk drum
units is also controlled (enabled or inhibited) by
means of command deSCriptors issued by the operational program; however, once enabled, this
readout is performed automatically and is thus
independent of the operational program. The magnetic drum unit and the magnetic drum control are
Wustrated in figure 4-20. Operating characteristics
of the magnetic drum unit and the magnetic drum
control are presented in table 4-6. The information
in this section is presented under the following
headings:
a. General description.
b. Automatic display operations.
c. Program-controlled operations.
d. Magnetic drum status codes.

Table 4-6. Operating Characteristics of Magnetic Drum Unit and Magnetic Drum Control
Equipment
Magnetic drum unit

Feature
Access time
Data transfer rate
Drum speed
Storage capacity of
bulk-only drum unit
Storage capacity of
display-bulk drum unit

Magnetic drum control

Rate of data transfer to
I/O module
Clock-pulse frequency
(slave clock)

*applicable to display-bulk drum unit only

Capability or Limitation
Program data: 8.33 mx (average) 16.67 ms (max)
*Display data: 100 ms (max)
3.35 usec per six-bit character
3600 rpm
65,536 words: all words for general storage
65,536 words: 6144 words for situation data, 14,336
words for radar data, and 39,936 words for general
storage
2.035 usec per six-bit character
2.9999 me when free running and 3.0001 or 3.0000 mc
when driven
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Magnetic Drum Unit and Magnetic Drum Control

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The magnetic drum unit has space for 448
binary recording tracks. On the dlsplay/bulk drum
unit, 384 of these tracks are used for data storage,
two are used for master timing, three are used for
active timing, 27 are used as spares,· and 32 are
not used. The track allotment on the bulk-only
drum unit is the same as that specified for the
display /bulk drum unit except that 32 tracks are
used as spares and 28 tracks are not used. Each
recording track has the capacity for storing 9224
binary bits, of which 9216 are used for storage.
The 384 tracks used for storage are divided into 64
channels of six tracks each. The channels are numbered from 00 (8) thru 77 (8), respectively. All 64
of the addressable Channels on the bulk-only drum
unit are used for general (bulk) storage. However,
of the 64 addressable channels on the display-bulk
drum unit, only 39 channels are used for bulk
storage; the remaining 25 channels are used to store
display data. Of these 25 channels, six are used for
situation data (channels 47 (8) thru 54 (8», 14 are
used for radar data (channels 55 (8) thru 72 (8», and
five channels are used for flashing data (Channels 73
(8) thru 77 (8). Information is stored in a channel as
a series of nine parallel, six-bit characters: eight
data characters and one longitudinal parity character.
Each bit of a character is stored in one of the six
tracks which comprise the channel. Consequently,
each channel has the capacity to store 1024 information words. The word locations are numbered
from 0000 (8) thru 1777 (8). The drum has a dead
space between the last word of each channel and the
first word of the next channel; no information is
written into these dead spaces. The time interval
during which the dead space will pass under the
read-write heads is about eight bit-times.
The magnetic drum control provides the
control functions required for permitting the program-controlled transfer of data between the magnetic drum unit and a memory module by way of an
I/O module. Program-controlled operations (read,
write, and erase operations) are initiated by sending
a command descriptor to an I/O module. The first
word extracted from memory and transferred to the
magnetic drum control is a control word. The control word contains drum addresses and other control
information necessary for execution of the operation.
The operation specified in the command descriptor
and by the control word then proceeds under the
control of the I/o module.
A parity check is performed at the magnetic
drum control to check the parity of data read from
the magnetic drum unit and received from the I/o
module. If an error occurs, an appropriate parity
error code is generated, and the operation is terminated. Longitudinal parity bits are also inserted
into the ninth character position of each word
written into the drum. A parity bit is associated
with the eight word bits contained in each of the six
tracks in which the word is contained.

AUTOMA TIC DISPLAY OPERATIONS.
The automatic transfer of data from the
display/bulk drum unit to the data display consoles
is accomplished by the display section of the display/
bulk drum control. This transfer of data is independent of the normal program-controlled transfer
of data between core memory and the display/bulk
drum unit. The display/bulk drum unit has two
modes of operation with respect to the automatic
display read-out operations: active and test. Each
of the display/bulk drum units operates in one of
these two modes; however, both of the display/bulk
drum units cannot be operated concurrently in the
same mode. For example, when display/bulk drum
unit 1 is operating in the active mode, it is designated as the active drum; therefore display/bulk
drum unit 2 is operating in the test mode and is
deSignated as the test drum. The information that
is contained in the display channels of the active
drum is automatically transferred to all online data
display consoles. The information that is contained
in the display channels of the test drum is .automatically transferred to all data display consoles that
are in the test mode.
There are three different categories of
display data: situation data, which are stored in
channels 47 (8) thru 54 (8); radar data, which are
stored in channels 55 (8) thru 72 (8); and flashing
data, which are stored in channels 73 (8) thru 77 (8).
Situation data are transferred from two display
channels to the data display consoles during three out
of every four drum revolutions (the drum revolves
every 1/60 second). Every fourth revolution (every
1/15 second) either radar daJa or flashing data are
transferred to the data display consoles. The automatic display data readout sequence is illustrated
in figure 4-21. A complete display data readout.
sequence is performed in a minimum of 76 revolutions of the drum. During this sequence, each
pair of radar history channels are read out to the
data display consoles once, with the oldest radar
history channels being read out first. However, the
pair of channels that contain the present radar data
are read out a total of four times to ensure that these
data will be retained on the consoles during the display of the flashing data. If the radar channel
sequence is updated before the radar channel readout portion of the current sequence has been completed, the sequence is adjusted in such a way that
the most recent radar history data (which were the
present radar data) are read out once, and the
present radar data (which were the oldest radar .data)
are then read out four times. Thus, the automatic
display readout sequence is lengthened as needed to
complete the radar channel readout sequence.
The transfer of data between an I/o module
and the display channels is inhibited during the readout of either radar data, flashing data, or the
situation data contained in channels 53 (8) and 54 (8).
Therefore, access to the display area is possible
only during the readout of channels 47 (8) and 50 (8)
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or channels 51 (8) and 52 (8). In addition, only a
single access Is allowed during this time. The maximum number of words that can be continuously transferred between an I/O module and the display area is
2048. U a word count greater than 2048 Is contained
in the command descriptor or If the operation extends
to more than two channels, access to the third
channel is inhibited until after the next radar-data
or flashing-data readout in the sequence has occurred.
Thus, there will be a delay of approximately 50
milliseconds (maximum) between the transfer of the
last word to the second channel and the transfer of
the first word to the third channel.
Radar channel update operations are performed in the following manner. U it is assumed
that the present radar information is stored in
channels 67 (8) and 70 (8) of the display/bulk drum
unit, the next most recent radar history will occupy
channels 65 (8) and 66 (8), the next most recent radar
history will occupy channels 63 (8) and 64 (8), and so
forth, with the oldest radar history occupying
channels 71 (8) and 72 (8). When additional radar
information Is transmitted to the dlsplay/bulk drum
unit, it will be written into one of the pair of radar
channels that currently contain the oldest radar data.
The channel selection sequence Is then adjusted to
permit readout of what is now present radar data, to
redeSignate the former present radar data as the
most recent radar history data, and to redeSignate
the other radar history channels accordingly. This
adj\lstment of the channel selection sequence will be
performed only when the advance readout sequence
bit in the drum control word has been set. When
the display/bulk drum control is turned on, or If the
active-test bit in the drum control word Is changed
by the program (the active-test status of the dlsplay/
bulk drum units is changed), the channel selection
logic circuitry is reset to the initial condition, in
which the contents of channels 55 (8) and 56 (8) are
treated as the oldest radar data, the contents of
channels 71 (8) and 72 (8) are treated as the present
radar data, the contents of channels 67 (8) and 70 (8)
are treated as the most recent radar history, and
so forth.
PROGRAM-CONTROLLED OPERATIONS.
Every program-controlled operation performed by the magnetic drum units begins as a
write type of operation. The command descriptors
sent to the I/O modules will always be write type
of instr\lctlonsj that is, bits 44 and 45 of the command descriptor will always be 01. (The command
descriptors used in performing drum operations are
listed in appendix 4). The write operation is
necessary so that a drum control word can be transferred to the magnetic drum control. The drum
control word Is contained in the location specified by
the address in the memory-starting-address portion
of the command descriptor. This control word contains control Information supplementary to the
information contained in the command descriptors.
U the operation code in the command descriptor
specifies a read operation, bit 44 in the command
descriptor will be set after the drum control word
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Is transferred to the magnetic drum control. The
time required to perform a magnetic drum unit
operation may be determined by adding the channel
access time (an average of 8. 33 milliseconds for the
bulk storage channels and a maximum of 100 milUseconds for the display channels) to the total time
required to transfer the data from the I/o module to
the magnetic drum control (16.28 microseconds per
word). DescriptiOns of the command descriptors,
control words, and the read, write, and erase
operations are contained in paragraphs 4-271 thru
4-287.

COMMAND DESCRIPTORS AND DRUM
CONTROL WORDS.
COMMAND DESCRIPTORS. The following
rules apply to the formation of a command descriptor
for a magnetic drum unit operation:
a. The word count portion, bits 1 thru 12, contains
the number of words to be written on or read from
the magnetic drum unit plus 1. When the erase
command Is used, a count of lis placed in this
field.
NOTE
Bits 15 and 16 are applicable only to
command descriptors used for display/
bulk drum unit operations.
b. Bit 15 is the inhibit display data reado\lt bitj
when this bit Is set, the automatic display readout
function is inhibited. This function remains inhibited
until a drum command descriptor in which bit 15 Is
reset Is transmitted.
c. Bit 16 is the display readout parity-error
interrogator bit. When this bit is set, the display
readout error flip-flop is sampled. This flip-flop
will be set if a parity error has been detected in the
data transferred from the display/bulk drum control
to the data display consoles since the previous drum
operation. This flip-flop will then be reset, and the
current drum operation will be terminated. U the
flip-flop is not set when sampled, the operation
indicated by the command descriptor Is performed.
d. Bits 21 thru 36 contain the memory address in
which the drum control word Is located.
e. Bit 38 is the priority bit. Thts bit should
always be set for drum read and write operations.
This bit, when set, permits a magnetic drum unit
and another type of terminal device to transfer data
in or out of any memory module as long as the two
I/O modules on the same I/O bus are used to control
the data transfers.
f. Bits 39 thru 43 contain the device number. The
COding of these bits will cause one of the magnetic
drum units to be selected. A code of 00010 causes
the selection of display/bulk drum unit I, a code of
00001 causes the selection of display/bulk drum
unit 2, and a code of 00111 causes the bulk-Only
drum unit to be selected.
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g. Bits 44 and 45 specify the type of operation.
These bits must always initially contain a code of 01,
which specifies a write operation. If the operation
code in bits 46 thru 48 specifies an operation other
than a write operation, bit 44 is set after the control
word is transferred to the magnetic drum control.
h. Bits 46 thru 48 specify the specific magnetic
drum unit operation. The codes for the operations
specified are 001 (read), 011 (write), and 010 (erase).
DRUM CONTROL WORDS. Each drum control word contains the address of a channel, the
address of the word within that channel at which a
drum operation is to begin, and the address of the
last word to be erased plus 1. This word also contains two control bits that are used to indicate that
certain display/bulk drum unit operations are to be
performed; these bits are not used in control words
for bulk-only drum unit operations. The control
word is the first word that is transferred to the
magnetic drum control during any drum input or
output operation. The format of the drum control
word is illustrated in figure 4-22.
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figure 4-22. Drum Control Word
SpecifiC information must be placed in the
drum control word for each type of drum operation.
In read or write operations, the drum control word
must contain the address of the drum location at
which the operation is to begin (the channel number
in bit, 3 thru 8 and the word address within the
channel in bits $ thru 18). In write operations
involv~ either display/bulk drum unit, the advance
readout sequence bit (bit 1) and the active-test bit
(bit 2) are 4lls0 used. In erase operations, the word
addre,s of the last word to be erased plus 1 must be
conta!ned in bits 37 thru 48 of the control word.
The drum control word is constructed as
follows;
a. aU 1 le the advance readout sequence bit. This
bit is set when new information is to be written into
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one of the pair of channels containing the oldest radar
history. When this bit is set, the logic circuitry of
the display/bulk drum control that is addressed will
be adjusted so that the pair of channels containing
oldest radar data will become present radar data
channels, and the automatic display readout sequence
wUl be adjusted accordingly. When this bit is set,
the drum channel that is addressed must be one of
the pair containing the oldest radar information, or
the write operatton will not be performed.
b. Bit 2 is the active-test bit. ThiS bit is used to
control the active-test status of the display/bulk
drum units with respect to the data display consoles
and to reset the radar-channel-selection logic circuitry of the display/bulk drum unit that is addressed.
A change in the active-test status of the diSplay/bulk
drum units with respect to the data diSplay consoles
can be accompliShed only by addressing display/bulk
drum unit 1. ThiS action is necessary because the
ACTIVE TEST flip-flop that is used to control this
status is contained in the control unit for display/
bulk drum unit 1. A change in the state of thiS flipflop also resets the radar-channel-selection logic'
circuitry of display/bulk drum unit 1. The ACTIVE
TEST flip-flop contained in the control unit for
display/bulk drum unit 2 is used only to reset the
radar-channel-selection logic circuitry of display/
bulk drum unit 2. There is no relationship between
the state of the ACTIVE TEST flip-flop contained in
the control unit for display/bulk drum unit 2 and the
active-test status of that unit with respect to the data
display consoles.. If the active-test bit in the control
word is set and any display channel of display/bulk
drum unit 1 is addressed, then display/bulk drum
unit 1 is deSignated as the active unit, and display/
bulk drum unit 2 is deSignated as the test unit. If
thiS bit is reset and if any display channel of display/
bulk drum unit 1 is addressed, then display/bulk
drum unit 1 is deSignated as the test unit, and
diSplay/bulk drum unit 2 is deSignated as the active
unit. If display/bulk drum unit 1 is off-line, display/
bulk drum unit 2 is always in the active state with
respect to the data display consoles, and its status
cannot be changed; however, the state of the ACTIVE
TEST flip-flop in that unit can be changed. If
diSplay/bulk drum unit 2 is Off-line, there is no
effect on the operation of diSplay/bulk drum unit 1.
n should be noted that the condition of the active-test
bit has no effect when the bulk storage area of either
display/bulk drum unit :Ls addressed.
c. Bits 3 thru 8 contain the drum channel address.
ThiS address specifies the particular drum channel at
which the selected operation w1ll start.
d. Bits 9 thru 18 contain the drum word address.
ThiS address specifies the particular word in the
specified drum channel at which the selected
operation will start.
e. Bits 37 thru 48 contain the stop erase address.
This address is used with the erase command only
and specifies the last address to be erased plus 1.
ThiS address is determined by adding the munber of
words to be erased (1 thru 4096) to the starting

address contained in bits 3 thru 18 and extracting
the 12 least -significant bits of the sum. Bits 37 and
38 then contain the two least-significant bits of the
drum channel address, and bits 39 and 48 contain
the word address within the drum channel. When
4096 words are to be erased, these 12 bits are
identical to bits 7 thru 18.
READ OPERATION.
DATA TRANSFER. The read operation is
initiated by the transfer of a command descriptor
specifying a read operation to the I/O module and by
the subsequent transfer of the drum control word to
the m~netic drum control specified in the command
descrIptor. To initiate the transfer of data, a signal
1$ transmitted to the I/O module so that bit 44 in the
command descriptor will be set and will thus change
the iIl$truction from a write operation to a read
operation. The I/O module in turn transmits a start
read signal, and the total number of words specified
by the word count .in the command descriptor minus 1
I, read from the magnetic drum unit into core
memory. 11\e reading of data from the magnetic
df\Pll unit starts at the channel and word address
specifIed in the control word, and the storing of
dJta into memory starts at the memory location
following the location which contains the control
word.
A word is transferred from the magnetic
drum unit to core memory by the sequential trans~
fer of eight six-bit data characters and a six-bit
longitudinal parity character from the magnetic drum
unit to the magnetic drum control. The eight data
charaqters are· transmitted from the magnetic drum
control to the I/O module. The word formed is
transferred from the I/O module to a memory
module by four syllable (12-bit) transfers plus a
parity transfer.

PARITY CHECKS. Parity checks are made
after the transfer of data from the magnetic drum
unit to the magnetic drum control and -from the
magnetic drum control to an I/O module. At the
magnetic drum control the longitudinal parity
char(lcter associated with each word is checked. If
a parity error is detected, the word is transferred to
an I/O module and is subsequently stored in a
memory module. However, a parity error status is
placed in the result descriptor, (lnd the operation
terminates. A parity bit is added to each character
tr;ansferred to the I/o module. At the I/O module,
a parity check is made on each character. If a
parity error is detected, the operation terminates,
and the word containing the error is not stored in
core memory. A result descriptor which indicates
a parity error from a terminal device (bits 17, 18,
and 19 are equal to 110) is returned from the. I/o
module to core memory.

...t.

WRITE OPERATION.
The write operation is initiated by the transfer of a command descriptor which specifies a write
operation to the I/o module and by the subsequent
transfer of the drum control word to the magnetic
drum control specified in the command deSCriptor.
When either of the display/bulk drum units Is
addressed, .bits 1 and 2 of the control word are
sampled before the write sequence begins in order
to determine whether information is to be written
into the oldest radar history channel or whether a
change of active-test status of the display/bulk drum
units has been specified.
RADAR CHANNEL UPDATE. When a display/bulk drum unit is addressed, the advance readout sequence bit is sampled to determine If new
information is to be written into one of the pair of
channels that contain the oldest radar data. If this
bit is a 1 and the channel address in the control word
is a radar channel, the logic circuitry in the
magnetic drum control is adjusted to treat. this
channel and Its complementary channel as the new
present radar Channels and to update the display
sequence logic circuitry accordingly.
ACTIVE-TEST STATUS. When display/
bulk drum unit lis addressed, the active-test
status bit (bit 2) in the control word is sampled to
determine If the active-test of the display/bulk drum
units with respect to the data display consoles is to
be switched. If this bit is a 1, the ACTIVE TEST
filp-flop in the control unit for display/bulk drum
unit 1 is set. Conversely, If this bit is 0, this
ACTIVE TEST filp-flop is reset. It should be noted
that the active-test status of the display/bulk drum
units is not changed If the ACTIVE TEST filp-flop
already corresponds to the condition of the activetest status bit in the control word. When display/
bulk drum unit 2 is addressed, the state of the
ACTIVE TEST filp-flop in the control unit for this
drum is controlled in the same manner as described
for the ACTIVE TEST filp-flop in the control unit for
display/bulk drum unit 1. However, a change in the
state of the ACTIVE TEST filp-flop in the control
unit for display/bulk drum unit 2 has no effect on the
active-test status of the display/bulk drum units with
respect to the data display consoles. If a change
occurs in the state of either ACTIVE TEST flip-flop,
the radar-channe.1-selection logic circuitry in the
correspondiilg control unit is reset to its initial
state.
DATA TRANSFER. During the write
sequence, data beginning at the memory location
following the location of the drum control word are
written into the specified number of magnetic drum
unit locations which start at the channel and word
address specified in the· control word. .A longitudinal
parity character for each word is developed in the
magnetic drum control and is placed in the magnetic
drum unit in the ninth character position of the word.
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PARITY CHECKS. Parity 1.8 checked upon
transfer of information from core memory to the
I/o module and upon transfer of information from
the I/O module to the magnetic drum control. If an
error is detected in either check, the operation 1.8
automatically terminated. If a core memory-ta-I/O
parity error is detected, the word contalnlng the
error is not transmitted to the magnetic ~m
control. If an I/o-to-magnetic-drum control parity
error is detected, the character containing the parity
error and the characters preceding th1.8 character
(and possibly one additional character) are written
on the magnetic drum unit.

ILLEGAL INSTRUCTION.
An illegal instruction status code (010)
occurs if one of the following conditions occurs:

a. If during the execution of a read Instruction, the
write sequence begins before the drum control word
has been received by the magnetic drum control.
'!b1.8 condition occurs if bit 44 in the read command
descriptor 1.8 a 1 when the descriptor 1.8 transmitted
to an I/O module.
b. If an illegal order code 1.8 detected by the
magnetic drum control.

ERASE OPERATION.
An erase operation is the same as a write

operation except that the erase operation code 1.8
placed in the command descriptor and the command
descriptor for an erase operation must contain a
word count of 1. In th1.8 operation all O's are
written in the specified word addresses of the
specified channel of the magnetic drum unit. The
operation continues untll the contents of the location
whose address is 1 less than the address specified
in bits 37 thru 48 of the drum control word are
erased. It should be noted that wl)en an erase
oper~tlon 1.8 performed, the I/o module 1.8 functionally disconnected from the magnetic drum unit
imm,dlately after the control word has been transmitted (the I/O module generates word-count.,.equalto-O status). The magnetic drum unit then performs
the erase operation independently of the I/O module.
Although additional operations can be performed by
use of that I/o module, the magnetic drum unit
remains unavallable for additional operations untll
the erase operation has been completed.
MAGNETIC DRUM STATUS CODES.
Four terminating status codes are generated
by the bulk-only drum control, and six terminating
status codes are generated by the diBplay/bulk drum .
control. Any of these codes can appear in the device
status field (bits 20, 37, and 38) of a result descriPtor during a magnetic drum unit operation. These
status codes are as follows:
a. 010: Wegallnstruction.
b. 011: drum not ready (abnormal condition).
c. 100: diBplay longitudinal parity error. (Th1.8
status code is applicable only to the diBplay/bulk
drum units. )
d. 101: radar channel update error. (Th1.8 status
code is applicable only to the diBplay/bulk drum
units. )
e. 110; no memory access (datatoo slow).
f.
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111: parity error.

c. ·If the word count contained in the command
descriptor 1.8 greater than 1 at the start of an erase
operation.
DRUM NOT READY.
A drum-not-ready (abnormal condition)
status code (OU) occurs if one of the following
conditions occurs:
a. If the power supply voltage of the magnetic drum
. unit or magnetic drum contro11.8 out of· tolerance or
is not ready.
b. If the OPERATION switch on the magnetic
drum control 1.8. set to a test mode position whUe the
device 1.8 being addressed by an I/O module during a
read or write operation.
c. If an address overflow condition occurs. This
condition occurs when an attempt to cross the endof-drum boundary or the boundary between a general
storage area and the display data storage area is
made during a data transfer.
d. If a counter error occurs. Th1.8 error occurs
when the drum word counter or the read or write
character counters do not contain the correct count
(O's) at drum marker time.
DISPLAY LONGITUDINAL PARITY ERROR.
The display-Iongitudinal-parlty-error status
code (100) is generated when a longitudinal parity
error is detected in the automatic display readout
subsequent to the previous interrogation. This status
is not applicable to bulk-only drum operations.
RADAR CHANNEL UPDATE ERROR.
The radar channel update error status code
(101) is generated when a diBagreement exists
between the address of the diBplay channel tllat is
addressed at the time the advance readout sequence
bit is received and the address of the channel
contalnlng the oldest radar h1.8tory at the time.
Th1B status is not applicable to bulk-only drum unit
operations.

NO MEMORY ACCESS.

PARITY ERROR.

The no-memory-access (data too slow)
status code (110) is generated if one of the following
conditions occurs:
a. If during a write operation the I/O module does
not respond to a character request from the magnetic
drum control by sending a character strobe within
1.
microseconds.
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b. If during a read operation the I/O module does
not respond to a character strobe from the magnetic
drum control by sending a character request within
1. 81 microseconds.
The no-memory-access condition can occur for
reasons other than a hardware failure. For example,
this condition may occur if the program in control
attempts to gain access to the same memory module
tha,t is being used for the magnetic drum unit
o~ration.

The parity-error status code (111) is generated if during a write operation the magnetic drum
control detects a parity error in data received from
the I/O module or during a read-from-drum o~r
ation the magnetic drum control detects incorrect
longitudinal parity.
If a parity error from the terminal device is
detected during a write operation, a parity-errorfrom-terminal-device status code (110 in bits 17, 18,
. and 19) is placed in the result descriptor. If a parity
error from memory is detected by an I/O module, a
parlty-error-from-memory status code (111 in bits
17, 18, and 19) is placed in the result descriptor.
The device which detected the parity error; the
storage location of the word, and the memory address
of each type of parity error are shown in table 4-7.

Table 4-7. Magnetic Drum Read and Write Parity-Error Operations
Operation
Read

Write

DeVice Which Detected
Parity Error

Memory Address in
Result Descriptor

Word Storage

Magnetic drum control
(error in data from
magnetic drum unit)

Error word stored in
core memory

Address of error word plus

I/O module (error in
data from magnetic
drum control)

Error word not stored
in core memory

Address of location in which
word was to be stored

1

I/O module (error in
data from core memory)

Error word not stored

Address of error word plus

in magnetic drum unit

1

Magnetic drum control
(error in data from I/O
module)

Character which hiUI
error transferred to
magnetic drum unit

Ambiguous. Result descrlptor wUl contain address of
error word or address of
error word plus 1

DATA DISPLAY CONSOLE OJ-5/GSA-51A
GENERAL.
The Data Display Console OJ-5/GSA-51A
display console) is used to display radar target
information that is received from remote installations and is processed by the message processor
modules and the central processing modules of the
data processing set. This displayed information is
used in monitoring and in evaluating tactical air
situations. There are either 10 or 11 data display
consoles contained in the BUIC NCC, depending on
the requirements of the particular installation. However, the capability exists for expanding the display
capability of the BUIC NCC to a maximum of 16 data
display consoles. The transmission of display data
(da~a

to the data display consoles is controlled by the
automatic readout function of the display/bulk drum
units (refer to paragraph 4-265). A data display
console is illustrated in figure 4-23.
The automatic transfer of display data from
the display /bulk drum units to the data display
consoles is controlled exclusively by the display/
bulk drum controls. However, a means for the
operator to generate two-word input messages for
transfer to the data processing set is provided in the
data display console. These message transfers are
accomplished by normal input-output operations in
the data processing set. Therefore, from the
standpoint of the I/O control programming ~ the

Figure 4-23. Data Display Console OJ-5/GSA-51A
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data processing set, the data display consoles are
e,sentially one-way input terminal devices. It
should be noted that since the data display consoles
are not equipped with an external request capability
and therefore cannot communicate directly with the
program in control, the program in control must
perioqically interrogate the data display console
(by attempting a read operation) in order to determine whether an input message has been generated
by the operator. The information in this section is
presented under the following headings:
~.

General description.

b. Input message formats.
~.

Output message formats.

Ii. Data display console input operations.

e. Data display console status codes.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The data display console is an operatorcontrolled, cathode-ray type of display equipment
that converts digital input data received from a
display/bulk drum control into character stroke data
(alphanumeric characters, special symbols, or
vectors) for visual display on the face of a CRT.
Each data display console contains a 19-inch CRT
(tlle situation display), which is used primarily to
djsplay geographic information and air surveWance
il\forI!lation, and a 5-inch CRT, which is used prlmaril, to display a summary of the information
available for display on the situation display. The
data display console is also equipped with a manual
keyboard and a light-sensing device (light gun) that
enable the operator to generate input messages for
transfer to the data processing set. This system is
u.ed primarily for requesting additional information
regarding displayed data; however, it can also be
used to provide the program in-control with new
information regarding the displayed data. The data
display console can be operated In either of two
Dlodes: active or test. The operating mode is
selected by use of a push-button indicator on the
front panel of the console. When the data display
cc>t)sole is in the active mode, display inputs from
1I\e active display/bulk drum unit are processed and
displayed. Conversely, when the data display console 18 in the test mode, display inputs from the
test display/bulk drum unit are processed and are
displayed. Active display data normally consists of
geographic maps, aircraft tracks and asSOCiated
track data, weapons locations, and predicted points
of intercept. The test function is normally used to
djsplay a preselected test pattern.

consoles; the~e switches enable the operator to
select the information to be displayed on a particular
console. The category-selection switches are
functionally divided into three classes: primary
category Switches, secondary category switches,
and data category Switches. Thus the operator can,
at his own discretion, control the routing of all
messages that belong in these three categories. In
addition to the category-selection SWitches, three
switches mounted on the maintenance panel of the
data display console are also used to control message routing. These switches are the CONSOLE
ADDRESS switch, the GROUP A switch, and the
GROUP B switch. The CONSOLE ADDRESS switChes
are .used to assign a unique number (address) to
each data display console and thereby enable messages to be addressed to a particular data display
console. The GROUP A and GROUP B switches are
used to assign each data display console to two of
six groups; therefore, messages can be addressed
to a group of data display consoles. When a message
is addressed to a particular console or to a group of
consoles, the message is referred to as a "forced"
message and is unconditionally displayed by the'
console or consoles addressed.
DATA DISPLAY CONSOLE INPUT
MESSAGES.
Three different types of input messages are
transmitted to the data display consoles by way of a
display/bulk drum unit: situation-vector messages,
situation-symbol messages, and tabular symbol
messages. The format of the three types of input
messages is Wustrated in figure 4-24. The
Situation-vector message and the situation-symbol
message normally are used to implement the display of a track-symbol pattern on the situation display CRT. A track-symbol pattern consists of a
vector and up to 18 symbols that are used to provide
information pertaining to the vector. The situationvector message is used to implement the display of
the vector, and the situation-symbol message is
used to implement the display of the symbols (one
message is required for each symbol). The format
of the track-symbol pattern is illustrated in figure
4-25. The tabular message is used to implement
the display of symbols on the tabular display CRT.
A single display presentation may require many
input messages. However, since the data display
console can receive and process. messages at the
rate of one every 7.3 microseconds and since a
continuously legible display can be maintained if a
data renewal rate of 15 times per second is maintained, the order in which a group of messages is
transmitted to the data display console has no effect
on the overall composite presentation.
SITUATION- VECTOR MESSAGE.

During the display data readout sequence of
the display/bulk drum unit, all meSsages that are
read out are transmitted to all data display consOles.
SInce It would be impractical to display all messages
on all consoles, 40 category-select1Dn switches are
Qlounted on the front panel of the data display

The situation-vector message is used to
implement the display of a vector on the Situation
display CRT. This message consists of seven
binary-coded groups and a light-sensor control (LSC)
bit. The first two groups, which consist of bits 1

thru 12 and bits 13 thru 24, are used to establish the
gross position (point of origin) of the vector. This
position is defined in terms of X and Y and is with
respect to the lower left-hand corner of the CRT.
During the normal (times 1) operating mode of the
data display console, bits 1 thru 9 are used to define
gross position along the horizontal coordinate, and
bits 13 thru 21 are used to define gross position along
the vertical coordinate. Bits 10 thru 12 and bits 22
tQJ'U 24 are used during the three expansion modes
(X2, X4, and X8) of the data display console. During
tQ, times-2 expansion mode, bit 2 becomes the most
stgnificant bit of the horizontal gross position field
IU\d bit 10 becomes the least significant bit. In addition, bit 14 becomes the most significant bit of the
vQrtical gross position field, and bit 22 becomes the
least significant bit. The bit configurations used
m.ring the normal operating mode and during the
three expansion modes are illustrated in figure 4-26.
Ttlere are 512 points on the situation display CRT that
ean be selected as points of origin by use of the gross

position. bits. The screen area is subdivided by each
of the nine bits in such a manner that the distance between these points becomes smaller and smaller
untll the least significant bit in each expansion mode
moves the point of origin by only 0.025 inch. The
manner in which the CRT is subdivided along the
horizontal coordinate by bits 1 thru 9 is illustrated
in figure 4-2'7. The CRT is subd1v1ded along the
vertical coordinate in the same manner by bits 13
thru 22. n should be noted that the origin of a
vector is located to the extreme right of the display
when all nine X position bits are 1's and to the
extreme left when all nine X bits are O's. The
origin of a vector is deSignated as the extreme upper
section when all niDe Y position bits are 1's, and the
extreme lower section is designated when all nine
Y position bits are O's. ConsequenUy, the upper
right-hand corner of the situation display is designated as the point of origin when the 18 grossposition bits that are used during the normal display
mode are 1's.

SITUATION VECTOR MESSAGE
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6

6
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y

)(
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It

TABULAR MESSAGE

I
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5
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II X: VECTOR X (COMPONENT MAGNITUDE PLUS OIRECTIO,",) .
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00:
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,,:
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LSC: LIGHT .sENSOR CONTROL.
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Mit": MAJOR ROUTING FIELD

p: PARITY

Figure 4-24. Data Display Console Input Message Formats
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Figure 4-25. Track-Symbol Pattern Format
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Figure 4-26. Gross-Position Bits of Input Message Used During X and Y Expansion Modes
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Figure 4-27. Gross-Position Division of Situation Display Screen
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The third and fourth groups (bits 25 thru 30
and bits 31 thru 36) of the situation-vector messages
are used to establish the horizontal and vertical
components of the vector. Bits 25 and 31 are used
to establish the direction of the vector and bits 26
thru 30 and bits 32 thru 36 are used to establish the
magnitude (4X and 4Y components, respectively).
When bit 25 is a I, a right (positive) direction is
indicated on the situation display. Conversely, when
bit 25 is a 0, a left (negative) direction is Indicated.
When bit 31 is a I, an upward (positive) direction is
indicated on the situation display. Conversely, when
bit 31 is a 0, a downward (negative) direction is indicated. The fifth group (bits 37 and 38) are the
type- identification code for the situation display
message. These bits are used to specify whether
the vector to be displayed is an expandable (geographic or strobe) vector or a nonexpandable (track)
vector. A code of 10 denotes an expandable vector,
and a code of 11 denotes a nonexpandable vector.
The sixth group (bits 39 thru 42) and the
seventh group (bits 44 thru 48) of the situationvector message are used to control the routing of
the message; that is, they are used to enable the

message to be displayed on a particular data display
console or consbles. The sixth group is the major
routing field; this field is used either to define one
of the 14 primary message categories or to indicate
that one of the 18 data categories is defined by the
minor routing field. The seventh group is the minor
routing field; this field is used either to define one
of the eight secondary message categories or one of
the 18 data categories. The minor routine field is
also used to denote the address of a particular data
display console or the group designation of one or
more consoles. When the minor routing field is
used in this manner, the message is referred to as
a forced message. The binary codes that are used
to define each message category and the various
types of forced messages are listed in table 4-8.
In table 4-8, the data display console is referred to
as DDC. n should be noted that a primary category
code may be included in the same message that contains either a forced-message code or a secondarycategory code. Bit 43 of the Situation vector message is the light sensor (light gun) control bit. When
this bit is a I, the corresponding vector can be
"hooked" by the operator by use of the light gun. .
Conversely, when this bit is a 0, the corresponding
vector cannot be tagged by use of the light gun.

Table 4-8. Data Display Console Input Message Routing Codes

-----------------------Message Routing

Forced to DOC 1
Forced to DOC 2
Forced to DOC 3
Forced to DDC 4
Forced to DOC 5
Forced to DDC 6
Forced to DDC 7
Forced to DDC 8
Forced to DDC 9
Forced to DOC 10
-- .' ~,

Forced to DOC 11

,

i

/t~ Fo~~edt:~llCh DDC in group 1~

r- /,.

r· ,

Forced to each DOC in group 2
Forced to each DOC in group 3
Forced to each DDC in group 4
-,,- , \
::. :, --g
,')
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-~

-:; 1--

Message Routing Field Code (Oc tal)

Table 4-8. Data Display Console Input Message Routing Codes (Cont)
Message Routing Field Code (Octal)
Message Routing

Category Designation
Major

Minor

Data Cat. 7

HIST UNCORR BEACON

17

07

Data Cat. 8

OPS COND + ATTN DISP

17

10

Data Cat. 9

BOUNDARIES ADIZ

17

11

Data Cat. 10

GEOREF

17

12

Data Cat. 11

LRR + GAT SITES

17

13

Data Cat. 12

DlV ADAPT#l

17

14

Data Cat. 13

SPARE

17

15

Data Cat. 14

DlV ADAPT *2

17

16

Data Cat. 15

AADCP + D RING

17

17

Data Cat. 16

BOMARC BASE

17

20

Data Cat. 17

RECOVERY BASES

17

21

Data Cat. 18

BASE + STOPR PNTS

17

22

* A major-category code may be included in the

same message that contains either a forced message code

or a secondary-category code.

SITUATION-SYMBOL MESSAGE.
The situation-symbol message is used to
implement the display of a symbol on the situation
display CRT: This message consists of seven
binary-coded groups and a light-sensor control bit.
As shown in figure 4-24, the format of the situationsymbol message is the same as the format of the
situation vector message except for the second. and
third binary-coded groups. The gross-position
fields, major and minor routing fields, and the LSC
bit provide the same functions as those explained
previously for the situation-vector message. The
type-identification code for the situation symbol
message is 01. The second group (bits 25 thru 30)
of the situation-symbol message is the format-andfeature code. These bits are used to determine
where the particular symbol will be displayed within
the track symbol pattern and to determine which
feature-selection switch (A, B, C, D, E, or F) on
the front pa,nel of the data display console must be
presse~ in Qrder to display the symbol. The formatand-feature code consists of the format locator bit
(bit 25), tbe format-and-feature row code (bits 26
through 28), and the format column code (bits 29
and 30). The format locator bit is used to determine whether the symbol will be displayed to the
left or right of the point of origin as defined by the
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X and Y gross-position fields (bits 1 thru 24). When
bit 25 is a 1, the symbol is displayed to the left of
the point of origin; when bit 25 is a 0, the symbol is
displayed to the right of the point of origin. The
format-and-feature row code and the format
column code are used to determine where the symbol
will be displayed within the track-symbol pattern.
As shown in figure 4-25, a complete track-symbol
pattern consists of five columns of symbols; the
first two rows contain four symbols, and the second
two rows contain five symbols. Bits 26 thru 28
contain the row and feature-selection code and bits
29 and 30 contain the column code. The binary configurations that are used for the format-and-feature
row code and for the format column code are listed
in table 4-9. It should be noted that G feature symbols are forced and will be displayed regardless of
the feature switch poSitions. The fourth binarycoded group (bits 31 thru 36) in the situation symbol
message is the symbol code. The binary code that
corresponds to each symbol that can be displayed is
listed in table 4-10. The symbols that are listed in
table 4-10 as special symbols are illustrated in
figure 4-28. It should be noted that when an octal
code of 77 is placed in the symbol-code portion of
the situation-symbol message, no symbol is displayed; instead, the COMPUTER ALARM indicator
on the data display console lights, and the audible
alarm in the data display console sounds.
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Figure 4-28. Data Display Console Special Symbols
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Table 4-10. Data Display Console
Symbol Codes (Cont)

Table 4-9. Situation Symbol Message
Format-and- Feature Codes
Code

Octal
Code

1

01

17

Special "symbol No. 6

101

2

10

20

Special symbol No.7

C

110

3

11

21

A

2

D

111

4

00

22

B

3

E

001

23

C

3

G

000

24

D

4

F

011

25

E

4

G

010

26

F

27

G

30

H

31

I

32

Special symbol No.8

33

Special symbol No.9

Binary

Row

Feature

1

A

100

1

B

2

Code

Column

Binary

Table 4-10. Data Display Console
Symbol Codes
Octal
Code
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Symbol

Symbol

00

0

34

Special symbol No. 10

01

1

35

Special symbol No. 11

02

2

36

Special symbol No. 12

03

3

37

Special symbol No. 13

04

4

40

Special symbol No. 14

05

5

41

J

06

6

42

K

07

7

43

L

10

8

44

M

11

9

45

N

12

Special symbol No. 1

46

0

13

Special symbol No. 2

47

P

14

Special symbol No.3

50

Q

15

Special symbol No. 4

51

R

16

Special symbol No. 5

52

Special symbol No. 15

Table 4-10. ~a Display Console
Symbol Codes (Cont)
Octal
Code

Symbol

25) of the tabulal' symbol message 1& used to
specify the 1'0'11, and the format column (FC) code
(bits 26 thru 30) 1& used to specify the column. The
272 ·symbol positions and the row codes and column
codes that are used to display a symbol at each
position are lllustl'ated in figure 4-29. Since the
FR and FC codes are used to provide position data
for the symbol, X and Y coordinates are not required. Therefore, bits 1 thru 21 of the tabular
symbol messare are normally O's. It should be
noted that when an octal code of 77 1& placed in the
symbol code portion of the tabular-symbol message,
no symbol is displayed; instead, the COMPUTER
ALARM indicator on the data d1&play console goes
. out, and the audible alarm in the data d1&play console turns off. The audible alarm can be turned
off by the operator, but the COMPUTER ALARM
indJeator can only be extlngu1&hed by means of the
tabular-symbol alarm message.
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Special sy.,nbol No. 16

54

Special symbol No. 17

55

Special symbol No. 18

56

Special symbol No. 19

57

Special symbol No. 20

60

Special symbol No. 21

61

.Special symbol No. 23

62

~

63

T

64

U

65

V

66

W

67

X

70

y

11

Z

.,2

Special symbol No. 23

73

Special symbol No. 24

74

Special symbol No. 25

There are two types of output messages
that can be generated at the data diSplay console for
tl"ansfer to the data processing set: a keyboardactuated message and a light-gun actuated message.
Each type of message cons1&ts of two 48-bit words.
The format of the output messages 1& illustrated in
figure 4-30. The transfer of the two-word output
message to the I/O module is controlled by the
I/O module, which transfers data as a series of
Six-bit characters. The manner in which the two
'II0J'ds are segmented and are transferred 1& shown
by the two lower message formats in figure 4-24.
Cl l"epl"esents the fil"st six-bit character transmitted, C2 represents the second six-bit charactel",
and so forth. 'The time required to perform a data
display console read operation (two words), from
the execution of the command descriptor to the
storing of the result descriptor in core memory, is
approximately 50 microseconds.

n

Special symbol No. 26

KEYBOARD-ACTUATED MESSAGE.

76

Special symbol No. 27

77

Alarm

The first word of the keyboard-actuated
message contains a five-bit binary code (bits 44 thru
48) that 1& used to indicate the setting of the rotary
heading switch. Bit 43 of th1& word is a control bit
that 1& used to indicate the operating mode online or
test of the particular data display console. If this
bit 1& a 1, it indicates that inputs from the active
display/bulk drum unit are being processed; conversely, 1£ this bit is a 0, it indicates that inputs
from the test d1&play /bulk drum unit are being
processed. Bits 1 thru 42 of the first word of the
keyboard-actuated message are not used and are
always O's. 'The second word of the keyboardactuated message contains 12 four-bit binary codes
that are used to indicate the settings of the keyboard
switches. Each data display console operator has
at h1& disposal four groups of 15 vel"tically-arranged
push-button indicators and eight groups of 10
vertically-arranged push-button indicators, which
can be used to genente information for inclusion in
the second word ot the two-word message. The 12

•
TABULAR-SYMBOL MESSAGE.
'The tabular-symbol message 1& used to
implement the d1aplay of symbols on the tabular
d1aplay CRT. 'The symbol code, major and minor
routing fields, and the LSC bit (see figure 4-24)
perform the same functions as those of the situation
,ymbol message. 'The type-identUwation code for
the tabulal" symbol message 1& 00. 'The tabulal' d1a~y 18 functionally divided into 16 rows and 17
,olumna; thus, there 1& a total of 272 poSitions at
,vhwh a .ymbol can be d1aplayed on the tabular d1&pay CRT. 'The format row (FR) code (bits 22thru

DATA DISPLAY CONSOLE OUTPUT
MESSAGES.
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c.OlUMN
(00001)

(00011)

(00101)
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Figure 4-29.
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~ ~ §J §] ~ §]

Tabular Symbol Display Format

§]

ROW
(0000)
(0001)

(0010)

(0011)
(0100)

(0101)
(0110)
(0111)
(1000)
(1001)
(1010)

(1011)

(tloo)
(1101)
(1110)

(1111)

Ve.CTOR ME:SSAG~ RE:H.R.E:NCED (SIT)

SI TO SlIZ: F-OUR- SIT COOts OE:SIGNATlt..lG ONE: Of 10 PUSH 6UTTOt-J
PRE:SSE:O IN EACH OF- I'z, GROUPS
CI TO CI': SIX-SIT CHARACT~R~
ALL OTHE:R O~SIGNATION O~~INITIONS CAN &1; FOUt.JO IIIJ fiGURE:. 4-2

Figure 4-30. Data Display Console

groupe of push-button indicators on the front panel of
the data display console are identified by 81 thru 812
from left to right. Each push-button indicator is
considered to be a switch position. Each switch
position is represented in the output message by a
four-bit binary code. The four-bit codes used to
represent the 10 push-button indicators in a group
are binary 0001 thru 1010 from the bottom push
button to the top push button. The four-bit codes
used to represent the 15 push-button indicators in a
group are binary 0001 thru 1111 from the bottom
push button to the top push button. A four-bit binary
qode of 0000 in the output message indicates that no
push-button indicator in the corresponding group has
been actuated. When the keyboard message has been
generated by the operator, the KEYBOARD
ACTIVATE push button must then be pressed; when
this push button is pressed, the unit available line to
the I/o modules is set high to enable the program in
control to read the data display console output
message. It should be noted that if the safety interlock switch on the data display console is not
actuated (on those data display consoles that have a
safety interlock switch), a code of 0000 is generated
whenever either of the bottom two push-button indicators in the fifth column from the right is pressed.
For those data display consoles that are not equipped
with a safety interlock switch, a code of 0000 is
always generated whenever either of these two pushbutton indicators is pressed.

~tput

Message Formats

LIGHT-GUN-ACTUATED MESSAGE.
The light-gun-actuated message is gener-·
ated whenever the light gun is used by the operator
to tag a symbol or a vector. The first 42 bits of the
first word of this message define the item that has
been tagged. These bits are an exact duplicate of
the first 42 bits of the input message that was used
to implement the display of the vector or symbol
that has been hooked. The remaining six bits (bits
43 thru 48) of the first word of this message perform
the same function as described for the keyboardactuated message. The second word of the light-gun
activated message is Identical to the second word of
the keyboard-activated message. When a successful
hook is made by the operator thru use of the light
gun, the unit available line to the I/O modules is
set high to enable the program in control to read the
data display console output message.
DATA DISPLAY CONSOLE INPUT
OPERATION.
Since there is no direct communication
between the data display consoles and the program
in control, the program in control must periodically
interrogate the data display consoles for input
messages by attempting read operations. As stated
previously, whenever the KEYBOARD ACTIVATE
push button is pressed or whenever a successful tag
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is made by use of the light gun, the unit-available
line from the applicable data display console to the
I/O modules is set high, and the read operation can
be initiated by the program in control. The
following rules apply to the formation of a command
descriptor for a data display console input operation
(refer to appendix 4).
a. The word-count portion (bits 1 thru 1"2) contains
a count that specifies the total number of words to be .
read from the data display console. This count must
always be equal to 2 since the data display console
input message always comprises only two words. U
a word count greater than 2 is specified, the operation will not be terminated properly.
b. The record count portion (bits 13 thru 18)
should always be made equal to 00 (octal).
c. Sits 21 thru 36 contains the memory starting
address, that is, the address of the location into
which the first word read from the data display
console will be loaded; the second word read from
the data display console is loaded into the location
immediately following this location.
d.

The priority bit (bit 38) is not used.

e. The device number portion (bits 39 thru 43)
must contain the device number for the data display
console that is to be addressed. The device-number
bit codes for the maximum complement of data display consoles that can be contained in an expanded
BUIC NCC are as follows:
(1) 01010: data display console No. t.
(2) 01011: data display console No. 2.
(3) 01100: data display console No. 3.
(4) 01101: data display console No. 4.
(5) 01110: data display console No. 5.
(6) 01111: data display console No. 6.
(7) 10000: data display console No. 7.
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(8) 10001: data display console No.8.
(9) 10010: data display console No.9.
(10) 10011: data display console No. 10.
(11) 10100: data display console No. 11.
(12) 10101: data display console No. 12.
(13) 10110: data display console No. 13.
(14) 10111: data display console No. 14.
(15) 11000: data display console No. 15.
(16) 11001: data display console No. 16.
f. Bits 44 and 45 define the type of operation.
.
These bits must always contain a code of 10, which
specifies a read operation. An J/o-module-to-datadisplay-console write operation is not possible.
g. Bits 46 thru 48 are not used. These bits may
contain any configuration other than 000 or 001 (refer
to paragraph 4-32). A code of 010 is normally
placed in these bits.
A parity bit is added by the data display
console to each character that is transferred to the
I/O module. At the I/O module, a parity check is
made on each character. U a parity error is
detected, the operation is terminated, and the word
containing the error is not stored in the memory
module. A result descriptor that indicates (a) a
parity error from a terminal device (bits 17, 18,
and 19 equal to 110) and (b) the address of the
location in which the word was to be stored is
returned from the I/o module to the descriptor list
in memory.
DATA DISPLAY CONSOLE STATUS CODES.
The data display consoles do not have the
capability of generating status codes. Therefore,
the device status field (bits 20, 37, and 38) in the
result descriptor should always be equal to 000.

SIMULATOR GROUP 0A-7728/GSA-51
GENERAL.
The Simulator Group 0A-7728/GSA-51
(simulator group) Is a one-way input terminal device
that Is comprised of two simulator manual keyboard
c:omponents (A and B) and the simulator compatibility unit. The two simulator. manual keyboard components are physically and electrically identical.
Each of these components Is comprised of a simulator manual keyboard, a keyboard stand, and a
junction box (see figure 4-34). One of the Simulator
manual keyboard components, together with the simulator compatlbll1ty unit, Is illustrated in figure
4-34 (the junction box Is not shown).
The primary function of the simulator group
Is to provide a means of manually composing input

messages that can be used to simula~ tactical air
situations, so that operators can be trained in the
use and operation of the data display consoles and in
the solving of tactical problems. These messages
are composed by means of controls that are provided
on the simulator manual keyboards. The simulator
compatibility unit provides control signals that are
required for operating the simulator group with the
I/o modules of the data processing set and performs
the logic conversion of the four-bit simulator
manual keyboard output characters to the six-bit
character code format that is used in the DPS central
processing modules. Since the simulator group is
c:apable of providing known inputs to the data
processing set, it can also be used as a maintenance
device when malfunctions occur in certain equipments
Qf the BUIC NCC.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The simulator group supplies one-word input messages to the central processing modules of
the DPS for processing and transfer to the data display consoles via a magnetic drum unit. The simulator group Is provided with an external request line
to the data processing set so that operator requests
for entering messages can be recogniZed by the
program in operat.ion. An external request can be
entered from either of the two simulator manual
keyboards. A simulator group read operation Is
initiated by a command descriptor that contains 0327
(octal) in bit locations 37 thru 48. The command
descriptor normally contains a word count of 0001
(octal), since if a word count greater than 0001 is
specified in the command descriptor, the same word
wID be read from the simulator group the number ot
times specified by the word count. Information is
transferred from the simulator group to an I/O

module at the rate of approximately 1. 32 microseconds per six-bit character. The simulator group
is normally used in COnjunction with a special
training program that Is capable ot cODverting the
contents of each 48-bit word that is received from
the simulator group into a series ot 48-bit words
that are used to sbDulate tactical Inputs to the data
. display consoles. A simulator group read operation
requires approximately 35 microseconds (from the
execution ot the command descriptor to the storing
of the result descriptor in core memory). The
operational features of the simulator group are
listed in table 4-13.
MESSAGE FORMAT.
The composite output from a Simulator manual keyboard is a 32-bit message that consists of
eight four-bit groups. This message is used by the
simulator compatibll1ty unit to form the INcleus of
the final 48-bit word that is sent to the data
processing set. The four most significant characters of the 32-bit message are generated by use of
the INTERCEPTOR TRACK NUMBER MODULE
thumbwheel switches. The three least significant
characters are generated by use of the GENERAL
INPUT MODULE select push-button indicators. The
remaining character is generated by use of the
ACTION MODULE select push-button indicators.
The various binary codes that are generated by use
of the keyboard switches are listed in table 4-14 ..
The simulator compatibll1ty unit generates
the remaining 16 bits that are required to produce
the eight six-bit characters necessary for a
one-word read operation. Each four-bit group
that Is transferred from a Simulator maJNal keyboard to the simulator compatlbll1ty unit becomes
bits 3 thru 6 of a six-bit character that is
subsequently transferred to an I/o module. Bit
2 of each six-bit character Is not used; the simulator compatlbll1ty unit inserts a 0 in this bit
position. Bit 1 of the first character that Is sent
to the I/O module (character 0) during each read
operatiOn Is used to specify which one of tbe two
abDulator manual keyboards is currently being
used; that Is, from which keyboard the extefDal
request has been entered. When keyboard A is
used, bit 1 is set to a 1; conversely, if keyboard
B is used, bit 1 is set to a O. Bit 1 in characters
1 thru 7 is not used, .and this bit will always be
a O. The character and word format of the message
word that is transferred from the simulator group
to the I/O module is illustrated in figure 4-35.
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Figure 4-34. Simulator Group OA-7728/GSA-51

SIMULATOR GROUP STATUS CODES,
The malfunction status code of 100 Is the
Qnly statuI code that can be returned In the device
,tatus field (bits 20, 37, and 38) of a result descrlp,or for a simulator group operation. This statuI will

be generated by the simulator compat1bll1ty unit if

(1) the unit available line from the simulator group
goes low during the transfer of data from the simulator compat1bll1tyunlt to an I/O module, or if (2)
the external request signal that Is generated by the
simulator group remains high after a read operation
has been InltJated.

Table 4-13. Operational Features of Simulator Group

..

Feature

UlTERCEPTOR TRACK NtIMBER
MODULE thumbwheel switches
(81 thru 924)

Description
Six sets of Interceptor track code Switches are provided (four switches per set). These Switches are used
to identify the particular track to which the action and
general-input portions of the input message pe.-tain.

INTERCEPTOR TRACK NtIMBER
MODULE select push-button indicators
(835 thru 830)

One push-button Is provided for each set of INTERCEPTOR TRACK NtIMSER MODULE thumbwheel
switches. These push-buttons are used to select one
of the six preselected Interceptor track numbers.

ACTION MODULE select push-button
indicators (831 thru 840)

Ten ACTION MODULE push-button indicators are provided to enable 10 general tactical conditions to be
simulated.

GENERAL INPUT MODULE select pushbutton indicators (841, 842, and 843)

Three sets of general input push-button indicators are
provided (10 per set). During each Simulator group
operation, one push-button indicator in each group is
used. These push-buttons are used to simulate specific information pertinent to the particular action
that has been selected.

AC'l1VATE MODULE push-button
indicator (844)

This push-button indicator Is used to generate external
request signals that are subsequenUy sent to the data
proceSSing set to initiate Simulator group operations.
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Table 4-14. Simulator Manual Keyboard Output Codes
Binary
Code

INTERCEPTOR TRACK
NUMBER MODULE
Switch Positions

ACTION MODULE
Switches

GENERAL INPUT
MODULE SWitches

S31 tbru 840

841

843

843

0

HEADING

0

0

0

1

1

ALTITUDE

1

1

1

2

3

2

SPEED

2

2

2

H

3

3

3

STRTCMD HEADING

3

3

3

J

4

'4

4

FLIGHT SIZE

4

4

4

K

5

5

5

DATA LINK

5

5

5

L

8

8

6

(None)

6

6

8

1 Q0 0

M

G

7

7

MARK X DATA

7

7

7

1 Q0 1

N

H

8

8

(None)

8

8

8

P

J

9

9

(None)

9

9

9

1 Q1 \

T

K

1 \ 0 Q

U

L

1 \ 0 ,

V

M

1 1 1 0

X

N

1 1 1 1

y

P

81

En
thru

S13

SUI

thru

thru

S6

812

S18

tbru
.824

~

A

0

0

o0 1 0
o0 1 ~
o1 0 0
o~ 0 1
ot 10
o11 \

E

1

G

000

1 Q1

o0
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Q

0 0

(Blank) (Blank)

C"'AR.O

CHAR. 1 CHAR. 2

~,

57

THRU

THRU

!»&

512

' \COL 1

COL.

INTERCEPTOR

OHAR.3

0513
THRU
SIS

2V

COL.

CHAR.4

81a

S31

S24

. THRU
840

TWAU

CHAR.5

CHAR.S

CHAR. T '

843

542

S41

COL. 4 /'-v-/''----~'V,.----.J/

3

TRACK NUMBER
MODUL.E

ACTION
MODULE.

GENE.RAL

INPUT

~ODUL.E

A. WORD FORMAT

BIl 1
KEV

BOARD

BIT

2

BlT:3

NOT
USED

t:KElOAAD A
O"'KEYaOARD I

'\

ALWAYS.O

. BIT 4

D3

04

T

T

BIT 5

err

O~

T

6

BIT 7

08

T

V

P

/

T

ODD JMITY

4-BIT OUTPUT OF KEVBOARD
8 WIT CHE S

B.CHARACTER 0 FORMAT·

NOTE:

• F'ORMAT OF CHARACTERS .1 THRU 7 IS SAME ~ CHARACTER 0
F"ORMAT EXCEPT THAT' BIT 1 IS NOT USED AND WILL AUNA'iS
EQUAL O.

FIgure 4-35. Simulator Group Output Character and Word Format
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MESSAGE PROCESSOR MODULE
GENERAL.
The two message processor modules in the
BUIC NCC serve as an intercommunication link between remote radar data processing installations
and the central processing equipment of the BUIC
NCC. The message processor module changes the
format of the data received from these remote installations to the 48-bit data word format used in the
central processing equipment; it also changes the
format of output messages of the central processing
eq1,lipment to the format used by the remote installations. The message processor module furnishes
temporary storage for fully accumulated messages
from the remote installations until these messages
can be transferred to the memory modules of the
data processing set. The message processor module
is !loused in a standard DPS equipment cabinet along
with an I/O module. The message processor module
anc;l this I/o module comprise the Controller-Comparator Message Processor C-7122/GYK-10, which
is illustrated in figure 4-15 (the message processor
mQliule control panel is on the right). The information in this section is presented under the following
headings:
a. General description.
b, Input message formats.
c. Output message formats.
d. Message processor module operations.
e. Test loop functions.
f. Message processor module status codes.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The message processor module consists
baSically of input and output channelS thru which the
messages to and from the telephone lines are processed, a core memory which is used for temporary
storage of the input and output messages, and the
circuitry necessary in modifying the format of these
messages. The intercommunication link between
each message processor module and all remote installatiOnS consists of three groups of two-wire telephone lines. All intersystem messages are received
by and transmitted from the message processor
module in a serial (bit-by-bit) fashion. Concurrent
transmission and reception of messages are achieved
by multiple inputs to and outputs from the message
processor module. Two types of input messages,
claeeified as group I and group n, are received over
the telephone lines by the message processor module. Two types of output messages, classified as

group I and group m, are transmitted by the message processor module over the telephone lines.
INPUT AND OUTPUT CHANNELS.
The message processor module contains 22
identical input channels for processing input messages and eight output channelS for proceSSing output
messages. The 22 input channels are divided into
two groups; 10 channels are allotted for group I input
messages and 12 channels are allotted for group n
input messages. The eight output channels are also
divided into two groups; seven channelS are allotted
for group I output messages and one channel is
allotted for group m output messages.
Message bits are received from the telephone
lines and are processed thru the input channels in a
serial fashion. Therefore, the input channelS are
scanned in sequence for the presence of one data bit
at a time. U a bit is detected in a channel, that bit
ie processed and stored in the message processor
memory location assigned to that channel. After the
bit is stored, the next channel is sampled. This
sampling sequence is continuous for all input channels. When one or more completed messages have
been accumulated in the message processor memory,
they may then be transferred to a memory module by
means of a read operation. Output messages are
transferred from the message processor memory to
the corresponding output channel at a rate of one bit
at a time. A maximum of eight bits is placed on the
telephone lines at anyone time, one bit from each of
the eight output messages (maximum) that are contained in the message processor memory. It should
be noted that output messages are transmitted continuously by the message processor module. U valid
output messages are not transmitted to the message
processor module, null messages are generated by
the message processor module and transmitted to the
telephone lines (refer to paragraph 4-228).
MESSAGE PROCESSOR MEMORY.
The memory section in the message processor module is functionally divided into three areas:
an input storage area, output storage area, and stack
storage area. Incoming messages from the telephone
lines are accumulated in the input storage area; output messages from the I/O module are stored in the
output storage area. When the input messages have
been fully accumulated in the input storage area, they
are transferred to the stack storage area, and from
there they are transferred, upon command, to a
specified memory module via an I/O module.

The memory section is a word-organized,
random-access, destructive readout, ferrite-core

Table 4-5. Message Processor Memory Allocation
Memory
Zone
(Octal)

Channel
(Decimal)

00 thru 11

1 thru 10

12

Message
Type

52-bit radar input
Unused

13

Test

Internal test (92-bit)

14 thru 27

11 thru 22

92-bit input

30 and 31

1

92-bit output

32 and 33

2

92-bit output

34 and 35

3

92-bit output

36 and 37

4

92-bit output

40 and 41

5

92-bit output

42 and 43

6

92-bit output

44 and 45

.,

46 and 47

8

50 thru 77

92-bit output
78-bit output
Buffer stack locations

INPUT MESSAGE FORMATS.
Ftgure 4-15. Controller-Comparator-Message
Processor C-7122/GYK-10 (Message
Processor Module On Right
Side of Cabinet)

dllvice that is capable of storing 384 18-bit words.
Tile ml)mory section is divided into 64 zones of six
IS-bit locations (words) each. Zones 00 thru 27
furnish storage for messages received over the input
telephone lines, and zones 30 thru 47 furnish storage
for me,sages to be transmitted to the output channels; zones 50 thru 77 are the stack storage area.
The chJnnel assignments are listed in table 4-5.
Two tn,mory zones are assigned to each output
channel; one zone may be fUled with data while the
me"8f'e from the other zone is being placed on the
telephQ~ lines. This function ensures that valid (as
oppOsec;i to null) group I and group m output message~ can always be made available for
transinission.
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The group I and group n messages that are
received by the message processor module are 52
bits and 92 bits, respectively, in length. The 52-bit
group I input messages (see figure 4-16) contain 10
bits of range information, 12 bits of azimuth information, five bits of message label (ML) information,
five bits·of time delay (TO) information, 12 bits of
various additional target data, and a busy bit (BB).
A group I input message will not be accepted am
processed by the message processor module unless
the busy bit is a 1. The format of the group I input
message on the telephone lines, in the stack storage
area of the message processor memory, and in a
memory module after transfer is illustrated in
figure 4-16.
The 92-bit group n message (see figure
4-17) contains five separate information messages,
each of which comprises 16 bits. The group n message information received by the message processor
module is interleaved in five-bit sequences. The
first sequence of five bits received by the message
processor module is the first data bit of each of the
five messages; the second sequence of five bits is the
second most-significant data bit of each of the five
messages; and so forth. Group n input messages
are not accepted by the message processor module
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Figure 4-16. Group Ilnput Message Formats

unless either (a) the site address which is contained
in bits 64, 69, 74, and 79 of the input message, corresponds to the prewired site address of the message
processor module or (b) the all-lBrties btt of the input message (bit 84) is a 1. (These five btts are
combined to form the address field of the group D
input message, and they are stored in core memory
as btts 18 thru 22 of the second word of the message.) The format of the group D input message on
the telephone lines, in the stack storage area of the
message processor memory, and in a memory module. after transfer is illustrated in figure 4-17.
Five locations in the stack storage area of
the meesage processor memory are used for each
group I or group D input message (see figures 4-16
and 4-17). The first 16 bits of each word are transferred to the I/o module as three six-btt charactersj
logic circuitry within the message processor module
automatically inserts 0' s into bit positions 5 and 6 of
the third character of each of these three-character
grou~. The 17th btt of each word in the input message is the IBrity (P) bit for that wordj the JBrity
btts are not transferred to the I/O module. The last
btt of each 18-btt word is an identification tag (IT)
btt. The five IT bits are generated within the message processor module to identify the memory zone
in which the message was received and thereby to
identify the mes.sage as being either group I or group
Do For example, 00 000 specifies zone 00, which
recelvee group I messages from channell, and
10 111 .pecifies zone 27, which receives group D
messages from channel 22. The type of message
that is received from each channel is listed in table
4-5. As the third character of each 18-bit word is
tl'ansfel'l'~'<i c,'om ;hF bLwk "torage area, the IT bit
is extracted from lhit C'haTacter and replaced with a
U. The five IT bits are ~hen combined to form the
input tag of tbe message and are transferred to the
I/O modUle with the IBrity-tag (PT) bit as the last
character (bits 43 thru 48 of the second word) of the
96·btt input message (the PT bit becomes btt 43).
The generation of the PT bit is a function of the
IBrity-check feature of the message processor modulej the IBrity-check function is controlled by use of
the PARITY CHECK and PARITY DISABLE pushbutton indicators on the status display console. .
When the PARITY CHECK push-button is pressed,
all input messages with incorrect IBrity are rejected
by the message processor module. However, when
the PARITY DISABLE push-button is pressed and an
input message with incorrect IBrity is received by
the meseage processor module, btt 43 of the second
word of the message is set to a 1. It should be noted
that whenever this bit is set to a 1, the appropriate
CHANNEL PARITY error indicator on the front
panel of the message processor module will be litj
this indicator
remain lit until a valid message
(with correct IBrity) is received on that channel or
until the PARITY LIGHTS CLEAR push button on the
front panel of the message processor module is
preteed.

will

OUTPUT MESSAGE FORMATS.

The group I and group m messages that are
transmitted by the message processor module are 92
bits and 78 btts, respectively, in length. The 92-btt
group I output message (see figure 4-18) is the same
in content and format as the group D input message
except for btts 43 thru 48. The group I output message is transmitted over the telephone lines in the
same type of interleaved, five-btt sequence in wblch
the group D message is received. 'lbe 78·btt IfrouP
m output message (see figure 4-19) contains four
selBrate information messages, each of which comprises 16 bits. The message processor module has
the caiabtlity of transmitting output messages to
either the telephone lines or the internal test channel or to both. Bits 44 and 45 of the second word of
each group I message are used to control the routing
of that message. Bit 44 is the internal test channel
(IT) bttj if this btt is a 1, the message is routed to
the internal test channel. Bit 45 is the telephone line
(Validity) bitj if this bit is a 1, the message is routed
to the telephone lines. If both of these bits are l·s,
the message is routed to both the internal test channel and to the telephone lines. If neither of these
btts is a 1, the message is processed a8 a null message (a null group I output message contains all O's).
Bit 44 of the second word of a group m output maesage performs the same function as the corresponding btt in a group I output message. However, a
validity bit is not required for group m output messages since all group m messages received from the
I/O module are transmitted to the telephone lines by
the message processor module. If group m output
messages are not transmitted to the messqe processor module, null group m output mnsqee are
transmitted to the telephone lines by the message
processor module. A null group m output message
consists of all O's except for btts 17, 34, 56, and 73
(these bits are 1's to maintain correct IBrity). Bits
43, 46, 47, and 48 of the second word of all output
messages are always set to O. It should be noted
that the internal test channel of the message processor module is functionally a 92-bit input channel.
Therefore, in order for group m (78-btt) output
messages to be processed thru this channel. two
78-bit messages in succession must be transmitted
to the message processor module. In addition, the
first btt of the second 78-bit message must be a 1,
since this bit becomes the all-lBrt.es bit of the 92btt input message that is processed thru the internal
test channel. The format of the group I and the
group m output messages as they are stored in a
memory module prior to transfer, as they appear in
the stack storage area of the message processor
memory after transfer, and as they appear on the
output telephone lines is illustrated in figures 4-18
and 4-19.
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MESSAGE PROCESSOR MODULE
OPERATIONS.
The processing of input and output messages
by the message processor module is performed in

four major processing operations, as follows:
a. Automatic channel scanning performed by the
message processor module. During these scan
cycles, input messages are transferred from the
telephone lines to the message processor memory
and output messages are transferred from the message processor memory to the telephone lines.
b. External requests generated by the message
processor module and sent to the computers. These
external requests signal the operational program to
initiate the input or output message transfers (c and
d below) between the message processor memory
and the memory modules.
c. Actual input operations (via an 1/0 module) in
which assembled input messages are transferred
from the message processor memory to the memory
modules.
d. Actual output operations (via an 1/0 module) in
which output messages are transferred from the
memory modules to the message processor memory.

output storage area of the message processor memory. If a read operation has been initiated, the
stack storage area is scanned following the output
channel scanning to service the message tralisfers to
an 1/0 module. Since each of these operations includes the transfer of complete messages, they require much more time than the bit transfers between
the telephone lines and the input and output sections
of the message processor memory. These operations are therefore designated as long operations,
only four of which can be performed during a single
scan cycle. Since data bits are being received from
the telephone lines continually every '1'10 microseconds, a maximum time is allowed for a complete
processing cycle. To allow time for fluctuations of
reception time of the input data bits, the complete
processing cycle of the message processing operation is limited to a maximum of 600 microseconds.
EXTERNAL REQUESTS.
MesBag.e processor module input and output
operations are contingent on the recognition (by the
program in control of the data processing set) of the
five external requests toot are generated by each
message processor module and sent to the computers. The external request line assignment in the
computers for these external requests is as follows:
a. Message processor module 1:

The functions performed in a and b above are
automatic hardware operations. The response to the
external requests and the actual input-output operations, however, are controlled by the operational
program.

(1)

External request line 12: fill output group
I (GRlF).

(2)

External request line 13: fill output group
m (GRmF).

(3)

External request line 14: computer
terminate (CTF).

(4)

External request line 15: dump buffer 1
(Ell).

(5)

External request line 16: dump buffer 2
(EI2).

INPUT-OUTPUT CHANNEL SCANNING.
The automatic message processor module
operations are divided into intervals called scan
cycles. During a scan cycle, each input and output
channel is scanned for the presence of an input or
output data bit to be processed. The operations
which can occur during a single scan cycle consist
of the following:
a. Service of input channels.
b. Service of output channels.

b. Message processor module 2:
(1)

External request line '1: f111 output group
I (GRlF).

(2)

External request Une 8: fill output group
m (GRmF).

(3)

External request line 9: computer
terminate (CTF).

(4)

External request Une 10: dump buffer 1
(Ell).

(5)

External request line 11: dump buffer 2
(EI2).

c. Data transfer from an I/O module.
d. Data transfer to an I/o module.
The sequence of input and output channel
scanning is as follows: First, the group I and group
U input message channelS are scanned, and then the
group I and group m output message channels are
scanned. When the input channelS are being scanned,
the presence of a completed message in the input
storage area will be detected and this message will
then be transferred to the stack storage area. During the scanning of the output channels, if a write
operation has been initiated, t~ message transfers
fro", the I/o module are serviced. Message transfer. froJll an I/O module are made directly into the
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When a computer senses an external request
interrupt condition, the external request interrupt
routine of the program in control wlll store and then

sample the contents of the external request lines to
determine which of the external request lines is high.
The program in control can then provide an appropriate response for the requesting condition. Since
the external request interrupts can be masked from
r~cognition by a computer, the program in control
has the alternative of inhibiting the interrupt and
servicing the external requests by periodically storlni and sampling the contents of the external request
lines.
.

the operation is normally terminated by the generation of buffer empty status (refer to paragrapb
4-250).' When the message processor module is receiving and processing input messages from the
telephone lines, a read operation that empties the
buffer may require up to 10 milliseconds. The time
required to read messages from the message processor module when live input messages are not being
received (the loop tester is connected) is as follows
(all times are approximate):

READ OPERATIONS.
The Ell, EI2, and CTF external requests

and the buffer empty status are used for control purpoees during the processing of input messages between the message processor module and the memoI")' modules of the data processing set. The Ell and
EU external requests are used to notify the program
in control.that a check should be made to determine
whether a message processor module read operation
is required. The Ell external request line is set
high when the first bit of a group m output message
is processed by the message processor module. The
EU external request is set high when the 40th bit of
a group m output message is processed by the message processor module. Since group m output messages are processed continuously by the message
processor module (if valid group m output messages
are not transmitted to the message processor module, null group m output messages are processed),
the time during which neither the Ell external request nor the EI2 external request line is high will
not exceed 30 milliseconds. The CTF external request is used to indicate to the program that no input
messages are available for transfer to the memory
modules (the buffer is empty). The CTF external
request line goes high when an attempt is made to
read a message from the buffer and the buffer is
eQlpty (the buffer empty status code is also generated at that time). The CTF external request line
goes low when the transfer of an input message from
the input area to the stack storage area is initiated
by the message processor module.

The program in control should respond to
either the Ell or the EI2 external request (whichever
occurs first) as soon as possible (within a maximum
of 2 milliseconds) by cheCking the state of the CTF
external request. If the CTF external request line
is low when checked, a read operation should be
initiated as soon as possible to ensure that new input
messages will not be garbled. The Ell and/or EI2
external request goes low when the read start-stop
signal from the I/o module occurs. One of these
two external requests will then be generated within
30 milliseconds (since group m output messages are
processed continuously, it cannot be predicted which
of the two external requests lines will be generated
first). Since the number of input messages that are
contained in the stack storage area at any given time
cannot normally be determined, a read command
sb.ould be used which contains a word count equal to
Or greater than the maximum number of words that
can be contained in the stack storage area. If such
a command descriptor is used for the read operation,

a. One message: between 245 microseconds and
408 microseconds.
b. Two messages: between 281 microseconds and
.408 microsecondD.
c. Three messages: between 318 microseconds
and 408 microseconds.
d. Four messages: between 355 microseconds
and 408 microseconds.
e. Eight messages: 709 microseconds ..
f. Twelve messages: 1.211 milliseconds.
g. Sixteen messages: 2.0 milliseconds.
h. Twenty messages: 3.387 milliseconds.
i. Twenty-four messages: 5.942 milliseconds.
WRITE OPERATIONS.
The fill output group I and f111 output group
m external requests are used for control purposes
during the transmission of ~tput messages to the.
message processor module from the memory modules. Two memory zones are assigned to each
group I and group m output channel to enable the
message processor module to accept group I or
group m output messages from an I/O module' concurrent with the transmission of the same type of
messages to the telephone lines. The GRIF and
GRmF external requests are generated by the message processor module to notify the program in control that additional messages of the specified type
will be accepted by the message processor module.
The GRIF external request remains high until all
message processor memory zones for group I output
messages have been loaded. The external request
line will then go low and remain low until the 92nd
bit of a message group is processed by the message
processor module. The GRmF external request remains high until both memory zones for group m
output messages have been loaded. The external
request line then goes low and remains low until the
78th bit of one of the grou,p mmessages is processed by the message processor module. It should
be noted that a group I or a group m write operation
can be initiated successfully only when the corresponding external request line is high (refer to
paragraph 4-252).
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A group I write operation is initiated by a
command descriptor tbat contains a configuration of
0211 (8) (for message processor module 1) or 0451
(8) (for message processor module 2) in the device
and operation code area (bits 37 thru 48). A group
m write operation is Initiated by a command desCriptor that contains a configuration of 0213 (8)
(for message processor module 1) or 0453 (8) (for
message processor module 2) in bit positions 37 thru
48. Group I output messages are transmitted to tile
message processor module in seven-message
groups; therefore, the word count portion (bits 1
thru 12) of the group I write command descriptor
should contain a configuration of 0016 (8). Group m
output messages are transmitted to the message
processor module a message (two words) at a time;
therefore, this command descriptor should contain a
word count of 2. If the word count in any command
descriptor for a message processor write operation
is less than that specified, an incomplete message
group is transmitted to the message processor module. The incomplete message group is accepted by
the message processor module; however, during the
following scan cycle the validity bit in each message
of the incomplete group is reset so that all of these
messages are processed as null messages by the
message processor module. If the word count in any
command descriptor for a message processor module write operation is greater than that specified, the
message processor module rejects all messages that
are in excess of the speCified number of messages
(seven for group I and one for group m). In addition,
the message processor module generates the notavailable status when the first word of the first excess message is received, and the operation is thus
terminated.
Valid group I output messages are identified
as such in core memory by setting bits 43 thru 48
(character seven) of the second word of the message
equal to 001000. This bit configuration is known as
the validity tag. If bit 44 of the validity tag is also a
1, the message will be transmitted to the internal
test channel of the message processor module. If
bits 44 and 45 are both set to a 1, the message is
transmitted to both the telephone lines and to the internal test channel. If neither bit 44 nor 45 is set to
a 1, the message is not processed as a valid message by the message processor module but is instead
processed as a null message. This feature enables
less than seven valid group I messages to be transmitted to the message processor module during a
Single group I write operation. It should be noted
that all group m output messages that are transmitted to the message processor module from the
J/O modules are transmitted to the telephone lines.
However, if bit 44 of the second word of a group m
output message is set to a 1, that message will also
be transmitted to the internal test channel of the
message processor module. A group I write operation requires between 787 microseconds and 995
microseconds (approximate). In addition, after both
sets of group I output zones have been filled, the
message processor module remains unavailable for
additional group I write operations for up to 70. 84
milliseconds. A group m write operation requires
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between 251 microseconds and 459 microseconds
(approximate). In addition, after both' group m output zones have been filled, the message processor
module remains unavailable for additional group m
write operations for up to 60 milUs8Conds.
TEST LOOP FUNCTIONS.

All messages that are transmitted from the
message processor modules to the telephone lines
are routed thru the Test Adapter MX-'1S82/GSA-51A
(loop test adapter). However, the loop teet adapter
contains switching circuitry that enables this unit to
function as a test loop in which the outPJt channels
of a message processor module are routed to the input channels of that message processor module instead of to the telephone lines. This test loop function can be implemented for botb message processor
modules simultaneously; in this case no input messages are received by either message processor
module from the telephone lines nor are any messages transmitted to the telephone lines. When the
loop test adapter is functioning as a test loop, tile
input and output channels of the message processor
module are connected as follows:
.
Output
Channels

to

InPJt
Channels

1

1, 11, 18

2

2, 12, 19

3

3, 13, 20

4

4, 14, 21

5

5, 15, 22

6

6, 16

7

7, 1'1

8

8, 9, 10

4-24'1. MESSAGE PROCESSOR MODULE STATUS

l!mI:S.
4-248. There are fOUl" terminating status codes that
can appear in the device status field (bits 20, 37, and
38) of a result descriptor after a message processor
module input-output operation. These codes and
their corresponding status conditions are as follows:

a. 010: buffer empty.
b. 011: not available.
c. 110: time elapsed.
d. 111: parity error.
4-249. BUFFER EMPTY.
4,..250. A buffer-empty status code (010) is generated when the last input message has been read from

the stack storage area. This status is the normal
terminating status for all message processor module
read operations.
NOT AVAILABLE.

There are two conditions which wlll cause
the generation of the not-available status (011): (1)
when an attempt is made to transmit messages of a
particular group to the message processor module
and the corresponding e~.. -"1 request line is low
and (2) when the I/O module Ilati received a message
processor module write command that contains all
illegal order code, that is, an order code whose last
two bits are equal to 00 or 10, (which specifies a
nonexistent type of message)

TIME ELAPSED.

The time-elapsed status condition (code 110)
occurs during a message processor module input or
output operation if the I/O module does not respond
to a character strobe from the message processor
module with a character request within 32 to 64
microseconds.
PARITY ERROR.

A parity-error status cOde (111) is generated
if a parity error is detected during the transfer of an

output message from an I/O module to the message
processor module.
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STATUS DISPLAY CONSOLE OJ-6/GSA-51A
GENERAL.
The Status Display Console OJ-6/GSA-51A
(status display console) is a two-way (input-output)
terminal device that provides at one central location
the means of controlling and mOnitoring the operational and maintenance status of all equipments of
the BUIC NCC (including all components of the data
processing set but excluding the printing card punch).
The status display console, which is illustrated in
figure 4-31, also provides a means of contrOlling
equipment availability, ownerShip, and the diagnostic
test function in the BUIC NCC (refer to paragraph
4-338). In addition, .the status display console provides for remote control of the application and
removal of primary power to the data processing
set, monitors the status of the central clock system
and the drum clock system in the data processing
set, monitors system primary power, and provides
an audible monitor of the operation of the two computers in the data processing .set. The information
in this section is discussed under the following
headings:
a. General description.
b. Status display console operation.
c. Status display console status codes.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The status display console contains pushbutton indicators necessary to control and monitor
the operational and maintenance status of the equipments and components of the BUIC NCC. Pushbutton controls are furnished to apply power to the
status console itself and to apply primary power to
and remove primary power from the .data processing
set. The status display console also furnishes the
automatic removal of primary power from the data
processing set when a primary power failure occurs.
When the established primary power tolerances are
exceeded, the status display console generates a
control Signal that causes the initiation of a storage
cycle of dynamic control data and an orderly shutdown of power (to prevent loss of data) in the data
proceSsing set. When the data processing set is
set up for automatic restarting and the power failure
has been caused by an under voltage condition, the
status display console automatically restores primary power to the data processing set when the
fault has been eliminated. Additional push-button

indicators are furnished on the status display console for the purpose of initiating and displaying
certain program-controlled functions, such as
changes in equipment availability and ownerShip,
as well as for controlling the input and output connections to the message processor modules. The
operational features of the status display console
·are listed in table 4-11.
The indicators on the status display console
are lit by one of three methods: by direct signals
received from the various units of the BUIC NCC,
by program-controlled signals received from the
data processing set, or by control Signals generated
within the status display console itself. In general,
power status, online, and failure indicators are
lit by direct signals. The indicators that are lit by
program-controlled signals are indicated by an
asterisk in table 4-11.
Direct signals that are used to control the
message prOcessor module input and output connections are received by the status display console
from the control circuits in the loop test adapter.
These Signals are routed directly to the appropriate
indicators on the status display console. Except
for the Simulator group, direct signals are also
received from each BUIC NCC equipment and component that contabis its own power supply. These
power supplies are equipped with an error-detection
circuit which is used to sense power failures and to
apply powe.r-ready signals to and remove powerready Signals from the appropriate indicators on
the status display console. The components of the
data processing set that contain duplexed master
clocks have error-detection circuits which detect
either clock failure or loss of clock synchronization.
Indicators are provided to give a visual indication
that a clock failure or loss of synchronization has
occurred.
.
The status display console supplies oneword input messages to and receives one-word
output messages from the central processing modules
of the data processing set. The status display console is provided with an external request line to the
data processing set so that the operator can inform
the program in control that a message is to be read
from the status display console. The external request Signal is generated whenever any of the pushbutton indicators denoted by an asteriSk in table
4-11 is pressed.
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Table 4-11. Operational Features of Status Display Console (cont)
Feature

Description

F AlLUR]!: indicators

An indicator is provided for each data display console, the
status display console, the teleprinter, and each message
processor module. When anyone of these indicators is lit,
lt indicates that a malfunction has been detected in the corresponding unit.

C LOCK FAILURE indicators

Six clock-failure indicators are provided to indicate, when lit,
that a failure or malfunction has occurred iIi the duplexed
master-clock system used in the data processing set. Of
these indicators, one indicates that the clock in the computer
has failed, another indicates that the clock in the memory
has failed, a third indicates that the computer and memoryclock system is not in proper phase synchronization, a fourth
indicates that the clock in magnetic drum control No. 1 baa
failed, the fifth indicates that the clock in magnetic drum
control No. 2 has failed, and the sixth indicates that the
clock system of magnetic drum unit 1 and magnetic drum unit
2 is not in proper phase synchronization.

Audible alarm

An audible alarm in the status display console sounds whenever
either a unit-failure indicator or a clock-failure indicator is
lit or when an equipment is made unavailable for program use.

AUDIBLE ALARM
indicator

~SET

pUSh-button

AUDIBLJ: ALARM TEST push-button
indicator
COMPUTER AUDIBLE MONITOR

A push-button indicator is provided to de-energize the audible
alarm circuit; this indicator will light when pressed.
A push-button indicator is provided to manually energize
the audible alarm circuit; this indicator lights when pressed.
Two speaker units are provided to give an audible indication
of the operation of the two computers of the data processing

set. Each speaker unit is driven by the most Significant
(sign) bit of the A register of the respective computer. The
volume of each audible indicator can be controlled by the
corresponding VOLUME control.
LAMP TEST pUSh-button indicator

A pUSh-button indicator is provided to test all lamps on the
front panel of the status diaplay console. When the pushbutton is pressed, all lamps (including the LAMP TEST lamp)
will light.

LOOP ON push-button indicators

A push-button indicator is provided for each message processor module of the data processing set. When the push
button is pressed, a corresponding relay in the loop test
adapter is energized with the result that the corresponding
message processor module is disconnected from the telephone and its output channels are connected to its own input
channels. The indicator lights when pressed.

LOOP OfF push-button indicators

A push-button indicator is provided for each message processor module of the data processing set. When the push
button is pressed, the relay that was energized in the loop
test adapter when the corresponding LOOP ON push button
was pressed is de~energized, with the result that the corresponding message processor module is reconnected to the
telephone lines and its output channels are disconnected from
its input channels. The indicator lights when pressed.
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Table 4-11. Operational Features of Status Display Console
Feature

Description

PRIMARY POWER ON indicator

An indicator is provided to indicate, when lit, that primary
input power is available to the equipments and components of
the BUIC NCC.

SC POWER ON push-button indicator

A push-button indicator is provided to apply power to the
status display console; this indicator lights when pressed.

SC POWER OFF push-button indicator

A push-button indicator is provided to remove power from
the status display console; this indicator lights when pressed.

SC MODE ON-LINE push-button indicator

A push-button indicator is provided to place the status display
console in the online mode of operation; this indicator lights
when pressed.

SC MODE TEST push-button indicator

A push-button indicator is provided to place the status display
console in the test mode of operation; this indicator lights
when pressed.

D. P. POWER ON push-button indicator

A push-button indicator is provided to apply power to those
components of the data processing set that have their pdwercontrol selector switch set to position CONSOLE; this indicator
lights when pressed.
A push -button indicator is provided to remove power from those
those components of the data processing set that have their
power-control selector switch set to position CONSOLE;
this indicator lights when pressed.

D. P. POWER OFF push-button indicator

AUTO POWER ON push-button indicator

A pUSh-button indicator is provided to implement an automatic
restoration of power following a primary power interruption
to each component of the data processing set that has its
power-control switch set to poSition CONSOLE: this indicator
lights when pressed.

AUTO POWER OFF .push-button indicator

A push-button indicator is provided to inhibit the automatic
restoration of power following a power-interrupt condition;
this indicator lights when pressed.

Ac-fault sensing circuit

The status display console contains a control circuit that
detects a primary input power failure. When a primary
power failure is detected, an orderly power turnoff cycle is
initiated for all components of the data processing set that
have their power-control switches set to position CONSOLE
(if the AUTO POWER ON push-button has been pressed).

POWER CONSOLE indicators

An indicator is provided for each component of the data processing set to indicate, when lit, that the application and
removal of power to the corresponding component is controlled by use of the status display console.

POWER READY indicators

An indicator is provided for each unit of the BUIC NCC
except the Simulator group and the teleprinter. When anyone
of these indicators is lit, it indicates that the power is ready
for use in the associated unit. The teleprinter is a special
case; separate indicators are provided to indicate, when lit,
that both the ac power and dc power in that unit are ready
for use. An indicator is not provided for the simulator group.

ON-LINE indicators

An indicator is provided for each unit of the BUIC NCC except
the Simulator group. When any of these indicators is lit,
it indicates that the corresponding unit is in the online mode
of operation.
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Table 4-11. Operational Features of status Display Console (cont)
Feature

Description

PARITY CHECK push-button indicators

A push-button indicator is provided for each message processor module of the data processing set. When the push button
is pressed, the messages received at the input channels of
the corresponding message processor module are checked
for correct parity. The indicator lights when pressed.

PARITY DISABLE push-button indicators

A pUSh-button indicator is provided for each message processor module of the data proceSSing set. When the push
button is pressed, the message received at the input channels
of the corresponding message processor module are not
checked for correct parity. The indicator lights when pressed.

TE L. CO. push-button indicators.

A push-button indicator is furnished for each message processor module of the data processing set. When the push
button is pressed, the output telephone lines are connected
to the output channels of the corresponding message processor
module by means of a selector switch contained in the loop
test adapter. The indicator is lit, when pressed, by a control
signal generated in the loop test adapter.

ACTIVE OUTPUT push-button indicators.

An indicator is provided for each message processor module
to indicate, when lit, that the output channels of the corresponding message processor module are connected to the
telephone lines.

Equipment availability (AVAIL. )
pUSh-button indicators·

A push-button indicator is provided for each unit of the
BUIC NCC to make the various units available for use by the
program or programs in operation. When anyone of these
indicators is lit, it indicates that the corresponding unit is
available for use.

Equipment ownership (ACTIVE)
pUSh-button indicators·

A push-button indicator is provided for each unit of the
BUIC NCC for the purpose of aSSigning ownership of the
various units to one of the two program systems that are
normally operated in the data processing set. When anyone
of these indicators is lit, it indicates that the corresponding
unit is owned by the active system program (as opposed to
the backup system program). If anyone of these indicators
is not lit, it indicates that the corresponding unit is owned by
the backup system program.

Equipment diagnostic (DIAG.) push-button
indicators·

A pUSh-button indicator is provided for each unit of the
BUIC NCC for the purpose of initiating the diagnostic test
program for each unit. When anyone of these indicators
is lit, it indicates that the diagnostic test program for that
unit is currently being executed.

STRT CC push-button indicator·

A pUSh-button indicator is provided to load and initiate the
operation of the backup system program in the confidence
mode, or to initiate the confidence mode of the backup system
program if that program is already in operation in some other
mode. This indicator, when lit, indicates either that the
active system program is attempting to load the backup system
program, or that the backup system program is operating in
the confidence mode.

STRT AC push-button indicator·

A push-button indicator is provided to load and initiate the
operation of the active system program. This indicator, when
lit, indicates either that the backup system program is attempting to load the active system program or that the active
system program is operating.
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Table 4-11. Operational Features of status Display Console (cont)
Feature

Description

STR push-button indicator.

A push-button indicator is provided to initiate the start-over
function of the active system program. nus indicator, when
lit, indicates that the start-over function is being performed.

4CTIVE DRUM USAGE indicators.

Five indicators are provided to indicate the usage of the
magnetic drum units that are owned by the active system
program. When display data are contained in the display
channels of a display/bulk drum unit owned by the active
system program, the corresponding DISPLAY indicator is
illuminated yellow. When the display channels of a display/
bulk drum unit owned by the active system program contains
data other than display data, the corresponding DISPLAY
indicator is illuminated clear. When the bulk-only drum unit
is being used by the active system program, the D3 BULK
indicator is lit.

• The lighting of this indicator (or push-button indicator) is program controlled. When any push-button
indicator denoted by an asterisk is pressed, an external request signal is generated by the status display
console and sent to the computers of the data processing set.

STATUS DISPLAY CONSOLE OPERATION.
When the status display console is used in
conjunction with the operational and maintenance
programs that are normally run in the central
processing modules of the BUIC NCC, the operator,
by use of the external request and input-output
capabilities of the status display console, may
request that certain functions be performed by the
program and then receive recognition from the program that the request has been acknowledged. The
program functions that can be initiated by use of the
push-buttons contained on the status display console
include changing equipment avaiJability or ownership, running at anyone of the diagnostic test programs, and initiating either the backup or active
system program. In addition, the operator can
indicate to the program whether either or both of
the message processor modules should be used for
the processing of operational output messages. The
program can inform the operator that the request has
l}een recognized by means of the indicators provided
on the status display console. In addition, the program can indicate to the operator whether either or
both of the message processor modules are currently being used to process operational output
messages, whether the display/bulk drum units
owned by the active system program are being used
to store display data or bulk storage data or both,
and whether the bulk-only drum unit is being used
by the active system program. Thus, the status
display console functions as an integral part of the
Qverall BUIC NCC maintenance plan, which is
described in detail in Technical
Facility,
Nora<i Automated Control Center Fac tty, C-E
FacUit 178 Service Circuit D rams ana
. . ustrated arts Bre
echnlca
nual,

Manilllt
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READ OPERATIONS.
A status display console read operation is
initiated by a command descriptor that contains a
device operation code of 0430 (octal) in bit positions
37 thru 48 (see appendix 4). The read operation is
normally performed in response to an external request from the status display console. The read
operation is normally terminated by the status display console, which generates end-of-message
status (010) after the eighth character has been
transferred to the I/o module; therefore, the word .
count in the command descriptor is normally specified as 1. However, it Should be noted that when a
word count of 1 is specified, a status of word-countequal-to-O is also generated by the I/O module, with
the result that a double status of 32(8) appears in the
status code portion of the result descriptor. Jfa
word count greater than 1 is specified, the operation
is still terminated in the manner described. It
should be noted that the external requiest line from
the status display console to the computers goes low
when the end-of-message status signal is generated.
Therefore, if the read operation is not terminated
in the normal manner, the external request line will
remain high. A status display console read operation
requires approximately 3~ microseconds (from the
execution of the command descriptor to the storing
of the result descriptor in core memory).
INPUT MESSAGE FORMAT. The combined
octal configuration contained in characters six and

and 7 of the input message specifies the particular
push-button indicator on the status display console
that was used to generate the external request signal
(characters 0 thru 5 of the input message are not
used and are always equal to O's). The status display console codes for characters 6 and 7 are listed
in table 4-12 along with the particular push-button
Indicator that is used to generate each code.

Table 4-12; Status Display Console
Output Codes (cont)
Character
.6

Character
7

Push-button
indicator

05
(cont)

06
07
10
11
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
40
41
42
51

CRAVAIL
FL AVAIL
TP AVAIL
SO AVAIL
T1 AVAIL
T2 AVAIL
T3 AVAIL
T4 AVAIL
T5 AVAIL
T6 AVAIL
TC AVAIL
K1 AVAIL
K2 AVAIL
K3 AVAIL
K4 AVAIL
K5 AVAIL
K6 AVAIL
0K'7 AVAIL
K8 AVAIL
K9 AVAIL
KlO AVAIL
K11 AVAIL
SO AVAIL

06

00
01
06
07
10

Table 4-12. status Display Console Output Codes
Character
6

Character
7

Push-button
indicator

00

00
01
02
03
04

P1 TEL Co
P2 TEL Co
STRT/CC
STRT/AC
STR

01

00
01
14
15
16
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
31

C1 AVAIL
C2 AVAIL
D1 AVAIL
D2 AVAIL
D3 AVAIL
M1 AVAIL
M2 AVAIL
M3 AVAIL
M4 AVAIL
M5 AVAIL
M6 AVAIL
M7 AVAIL
M8 AVAIL

02

00
01
14
15
16
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
31

C1 ACTIVE
C2 ACTIVE
D1 ACTIVE
D2 ACTIVE
D3 ACTIVE
M1 ACTIVE
M2 ACTIVE
M3 ACTIVE
M4 ACTiVE
M5 ACTIVE
M6 ACTIVE
. M7 ACTIVE
M8 ACTIVE

03

00
01
14
15
\ 16
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
31

Q5

00
01

C1DlAG
C2 DIAG
D1 DIAG
D2DIAG
D3 DIAG
M1DlAG
M2 DIAG
M3DIAG
M4DIAG
M5DlAG
M6DlAG
M7 DIAG
M8DIAG
P1 AVAIL
P2 AVAIL

14
15
16
17
20
21
22
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
40
41
42
51

P1 ACTIVE
P2 ACTIVE
CRACTIVE
FL ACTIVE
TPACTIVE
SD ACTIVE
T1 ACTIVE
T2 ACTIVE
T3 ACTIVE
T4 ACTIVE
T5 ACTIVE
T6 ACTIVE
TC ACTIVE
K1 ACTIVE
K2 ACTIVE
K3 ACTIVE
K4 ACTIVE
K5 ACTIVE
K6 ACTIVE
K'7 ACTIVE
K8 ACTIVE
K9 ACTIVE
KlO ACTIVE
K11 ACTIVE
SO ACTIVE

00
01
06
07
10
11
14
15
16

P1 DIAG
P2 DIAG
CRDIAG
FLDIAG
TPDIAG
SD DIAG
T1 DIAG
T2 DIAG
T3 DIAG

11

07
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Table 4-12. Status Display Console
Output Codes (cont)

f. 110: secondary equipment owuerlhip word.

g. 111: lecondary equipment diagnostic word.
Character
8
07 (cont)

Character
7
17
20
21
22
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
37
40
41
42
51

Push-button
indicator
T4DIAG
T5DIAG
T8DIAG
TC DIAG
Kl DIAG
K2 DIAG
K3 DIAG
K4DIAG
K!5 DIAG
K8 DIAG
Ia DIAG
K8 DIAG
K9 DIAG
KlO DIAG
KllDIAG
sa DIAG

'lbeformat of the prbDarY and lecondary
avatlabtl1ty, owuership, and diagnostic words 18
Wustrated in figures 4-32 and 4-33. A 1 in any
bit position specified in figures 4-32 and 4-33
causes the corresponding indicator on the status
display console to be 11t. The same appltel to the
bits in the message processor module and magnetic
drum unit usage word, the format 01 wblch is as
follows:
Btt Number
7 thru 37

Spare

38

P2 ACTIVE OUTpUT

39

P1 ACTIVE OUTPUT

40 and 41

Spare

42

03 BULK

43

1)2 DISPLAY (clear)

44

02 DISPLAY (yellow)

45

02 BULK

48

01 DISPLAY (clear)

47

01 DISPLAY (yellow)

48

01 BULK

WRITE OPERATIONS.
A status display console write operation is
tnitiated by a command descriptor that contains a
device operaUon code of 0410 (octal) tn bit pOSitions
thru 48 (see appendix 4). The word count in this
descriptor 18 normally specUied as 1; however,
IDOl', thaa OM word can be transferred to the status
dtlpJt.y oonsole durtng a stngle write operation. The
write operation is normally performed to gtve a
ytsualindicaUon of a change in the operational or
~aintenance ltatus of one or more units of the BUIC
~CC. A status display console write operation in
whictl ons word is transferred to the status dtsplay
,"ons!;)le requires approxlmately 35 microseconds
(froll) the execution of the command descriptor to
~e storing of the result descrtptor in core memory).

,7

OUTpUT MESSAGE FORMAT. There are
seven different types of valid one-word messages
that can be sent to the status display console. Bits
1 thru 3 of each message are used to specify the
particular type of message. Bits 4 thru 8 of each
message are not used, and these btts are not decoded by the logtc circuitry of the status display
,onsole. The feven different types 01 messages,
Ilong with the corresponding bit codes in bits 1
\hru 3, are as follows:

I

Indicator

•••

'=-,"'."IO",.z

I_I • I • I • I -I • ~t·I'·1'21'1 I

a. 000: melJsage processor module and magnetic
drum unit usage word.
b. 001: primary equipment availability word.
c. 010: primary equipment ownership word.
d. 011: primary equipment diagnostic word.
e. 101: secondary equipment availabll1ty word.
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Ftlure 4-32. Primary Availability, OWnerShip,
and Dtagno.t1c Word Format
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c. 110: off line.
d. 111: parity error.
END OF MESSAGE.
The end-of-message status code (010) is
generated at the completion of the transfer of the
two message-characters from the status display
console to the I/o; module. This status is the
normal terminating status for all status display
console read operation.
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Figure 4-33. Secondary Availability, Ownership
and Diagnostic Word Format
STATUS DISPLAY CONSOLE STATUS
CODES.
There are four terminating status codes that
can appear in the device status field (bits 20, 37,
and 38) of a result descriptor for a status display
console operation. These status codes are as
follows:
a. 010: end of message.

MALFUNCTION.
The malfunction status code (011) is
generated when an error condition other than
parity error is detected by the status display
console during a status display console write
operation.

OFF LINE.
The off-line status code (110) is generated
if the SC POWER OFF push-button indicator is

pressed while a read or write operation is in
progress.
PARITY ERROR.
The parity-error status code (111) is
generated if a character is received from the
I/O module with even parity during a write
operation.

b. 011: malfunction.
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